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GENERAL NOTICE

To enter or remain in the service is an assurance of

willingness to obey the rules.

Obedience to the rules is essential to the safety of

ps.3sengers and employes, and to the protection of property.

The service demands the faithful, intelligent and

courteous discharge of duty.

To obtain promotion, capacity must be shown for

greater responsibility.

Employes, in accepting employment, assume its risks.

;



GENERAL RULES

tJ^^ZT^^"^'' """^ "^"^^^ "« prescribed by these
rules, must have a copy of them accessible when on duty.

Every employe whose duties are connected with themovement of trains must have a copy of the current Time-table accessible when on duty.

fn"H f
"P'^y^^ «>"«* be conversant with and obey the rulesand speaal mstructions. If in doubt as to their meaninrthey must apply to proper authority for an explanation

C. Employes must pass the required examinations.

f.'J^^'^
employed in any service on trains are subjectto the rules and special instructions.

E. Employes must render every assistance in their powerin carrying out the rules and special instructions.

I

te ret^Ld."'"'""
°^ ^^' "^"^ °' "^''^ instructions must

?,nVKv%"*n?u
!"*°«<=^"t« by employes while on duty isprohibited. Their use. or the frequenting of places wherethey are sold, IS sufficient causP for dismissal.

^ ""^^

H. The use of tobacco by employes while on duty In orabout passenger stations, or on passenger c^rs. is prohibited!

Lo^^innt
°"

^"t^
""""' ^"" *••" prescribed badge anduniform and be neat m appearance.

K. Persons authorized to transact business at stations oron trains must be orderly and avoid annoyance to pa^i^



L. In case of danger to the Company's property, employes

must unite to protect it.

M. Employes must always be vigilant to protect, and must
promptly report anything detrimental to the Company's
interest.

N. When an employe leaves the service, all equiprnent

supplied by the Company must be returned. The Company
reserves the right to withhold from the wages due the

employe the value of such equipment not returned.

O. Equipment, supplies and material must be properly

and economically used and cared for. Scrap and other

material of value must be turned in to the Company.

P. Unless authorized to do so, employes must not receive

or pay out money on the Company's account or use the

Company's credit.

Q. All accidents involving injuries to persons, or damage
to track, structures or rolling stock, must be reported

promptly by telegraph to the proper officer, and confirmed

by mail. In cases of injury to persons, the names and
addresses of as many witnesses as possible must be obtained.



DEFINITIONS

-A train authorized by a time-

TRAIN.—An engine, or more than one engine coupled,
with or without cars, displaying markers.

REGULAR TRAIN.-
table schedule.

SECTION.—One of two or more trains running on the
sMne time-table schedule, displaying green signals or for
which green signals are displayed.

EXTRA TRAIN.—A train not authori7*d by a time-
table schedule. It may be designated as:—

"WORK EXTRA"—for a work train.

"PASSENGER EXTRA"-for an extra passenger
train.

"EXTRA"—any other extra train.

SUPERIOR TRAIN.-A train having precedence over
another tram.

TRAIN OF SUPERIOR RIGHT.-A train given pre-
cedence by train order.

TRAIN OF SUPERIOR CLASS.-A train given pre-
cedence by time-table.

*^

TRAIN OF SUPERIOR DIRECTION.-A train in the
direction m which regular trains are superior to trains of thesame class in the opposite direction, as specific! in the time-
table.

^
Note.—Superiority by direction is limited to single

TIME-TABLE.-The authority for the movement of
regular trams subject to the rules. It contains the classified
schedules of .rains, with special instructions relating thereto



TIME-TABLE SCHEDULE.-That Dart „f . «

DISTRICT.-Thi.t portion of a raU'vav aaaiVnoH *„ *^
supervision of a Superintendent or T;^;^'^ ^ *'

.JS:^^^^°^-^'"^°''''>'vi.on«.desi^t«,on

«„H ^^^ TRACK.-A track extending through yardsand be^een stations, upon which traimTare o^at^bt

areoSSn^h^^tT^r ^"^ "^ ^^^ -™

whic?rctL:;;^f^^-°„-tpS-. -^^^^ °!
upon the other in the opposite direc^^^

'''^°"' '^^

THREE (OR MORE) TRACKS —Thro« /«,

I



PASSING TRArir a *_ ,

track for meeting^pi"^^^* r"^ *« «>* ««»
between two .djLn.TiSTui^'^ *<> the distance

, FIXED SIGNAT A •

^ YARD LIMIT BOARn *
location, indicating the limito of"; y«T^

board of feed

Ibyy^iSTbo^^^rriSiM""" "™^*« <'««°«'
Ifor the making up of toL

" ;?„^
by t.„^t,ble. provided

Ipose.. over which movel^; ?* °^ '*™ "»•* "tber pu,-
|or by train ord^, Cl^H""* """'°'*^ ^^ t^^-^ble
|and rules. '

^'^ "^ """*« ""bject to prescribed signals

YARD ENGINP a«
|and working within y^rt itmiL'*'"'

""'^"^ *° y»'<l '«'^i«'

IneerorConductrTbotrSll^r^" "!"- **>« E"*^"
bhysical characteristics or nm * ^"^^ "<=0"'"nted with the
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TRAIN RULES FOR SINGLE TRACK.

Standard Tim*.

1. Standard Time obtained from McGill Observatory
will be telegraphed to all points from designated offices at
11 o'clock a.m. daily.

2. Watches that have been examined and certified to

by a designated Inspector, must be used by Train Masters,

Road Foremen of Locomotives, Locomotive Foremen, Road
Masters, Bridge and Building Masters, Conductors, Engi-
neers, firemen, Motormen, Train Baggagemen, Bralcemen,
Yard Masters and Yard Foremen and such other employes
as the Railway Company may direct. The certificate in

prescribed form m<ist be renewed and filed with the Super-
intendent or Train Master every Januaiy and July.

(Form of Certificate.)

Certi6cate of Watch Inspector.

This is to certify that on 19
the watch of

employed as

on the

Railway, was examined by me. It is correct and reliable

and in my judgment will, with proper care, run within a

variation of thirty seconds per week.

Name of maker
Brand
Number of movement
Open or hunting case

Metal of case

Stem or key windii^^
,

Signed,

Inspector.
|

iVidreas
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murt be compami before starting on each trip, with a clockdesignated as a Standard Clock. The time when Wat^h-
are compared must be registered on a preTc^bed ?o™

Employes who are required to use Standard Watches

a"nd re'l^fn
*''"1° ^^^^^^^ Inspector for .^mpa^*and record dunng the firat and third week of every mo^or if no designated Inspector is accessible, durinHnySpenod as soon as possible thereafter.

"""K any such

to J^^"""'T ""^^^ *''*'" °' ""'«« thej' stop owingto failure to wmd, set them themselves.
"'P"'™*

If a Standard Clock U not accessible, standard timemust be obtained from Train Despatcher. or by «.mparingbme with a Conductor. Engineer or Motorman wto havehad access to a Standard Clock and registei^d
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TIME TABLES.

4. Each time-table, from the moment it takes effect,

uperaedes the preceding time-table. A train of the pre-

ceding time-table which has left its initial station, on any
sub-division before the new time-table takes effect, must
retain its train orders and complete the run by using the

schedule of the train of the same number of the new time-

table, unless that train is scheduled to leave its initial station

on that sub-division within twelve hours after the new time-
table takes effect, in which case, the train of the preceding

time table loses both right and schedule at the moment the

new tiifae-table takes effect, and thereafter may proceed

only by train order.

A train of the preceding time-table must not leave its

initial station on any sub-division after the hour the new
time-table takes effect.

A train of the new time-table which has not the same
number on the preceding time-table, must not run on any
sub-division until it is due to start from its initial station on
that sub-division after the new time-table takes effect.

5. Not more than two times are given for a train at

any station; where one is given, it is, unless otherwise in-

dicated, the leaving time; where two, they are the arriving

and leaving time.

Unless otherwise indicated, the time applies to the

switch where an inferior train enters the siding; where there

Is no siding it applies to the place from which fixed signals

are operated: where there iR neither siding nor fixed aitrnals. it

applies to the place where traffic is received or discharged.
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Schedule meetinc or paidng sUtiona are indicated
by flfurea in full-laced type.

Both the arriving and leaving time of a train are in full-
faced type when both are meeting or"-^ng time., or when one
or more trains are to meet or pan ii .^tween those times.

When trains are to be met or passed at a aiding ex-
tending between two adjoining stations, the time at each
sution will be shown in full-faced type.

Where there are one or more trains to meet or pass a
train between two times, or more than one train to meet a
train at any station, attention is caUed to it by small figures
showing numbers of trains to be met or to pass

6. The following signs in the time-table indicate:

"•"—See foot-note.

"s"—Regular stop.

"f"—Flag stop to receive or discharge passengers or
freight.

"T'—Stop for meals.

"L"—Leave.

"A"—Arrive.

"D"—Day telegraph station.

"N"—Night telegraph station.

"T"—Telephone station.

"W—W^ater station.

"C"—Coaling station.
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SIGNALS.

7. Employea whow dutie* may require them to give

•igiub, must provide themMlves with the proper appliances,

keep them in good order and ready for immediate use.

8. Flags of th. prescribed color must be used by day,
and lamps of the prescribed color by night.

9. Night signals are to be displayed from sunset to sun-

rise. When weather or other conditions obscure day signals,

night Agnals must be used in addition.

10.

VISIBLE SIGNALS.

Color Signals.

Color. Indication.

(a) Red.

(b) Green.

(c) Yellow.

(d) Green iind white.

(e) Blue.

Stop.

Proceed, and for other uses pres-

cribed by the rules.

Proceed with caution, and for other

uses prescribed by the rales.

Flag stop. See Rule 28.

See Rule 26.

11. A fusee on or near the track burning red must not

be passed until burned out. When burning yellow it is a

caution signal.



u
12. Hand. Flag and Lamp SignaU.

(Illuatrated by diagram.)

Manner op Using.

(a) Swung acroas the track.

(b) Raised and lowered ver-

tically.

(C) Swung vf ucally in a circle

at half arm's length across

the track when the train is

standing.

(d) Swung vertically in a circle

at arm's length across the
track when the train is

running.

(e) Swung horizontally above
the head when tl e train is

standing.

(() Held at arm's length above
the head when the train is

standing.

Indication.

Stop.

Proceed.

Back.

Train has parted.

Apply air brakes.

Release air brakes.

9 13. Any object waved violently by any one on or near
the track is a signal to stop.

?4.

AUDIBLE SIGNALS.

Engine Whistle Signals.

NOTE.—The signals prescribed are illustrated by "o"
tor 3hort sounds, " " for 'onger sounds. The sound
of the whistle should be distinct ,with ' itensity and duration
proportionate to the distance signal is to be conveyed. '



(a)o
(b)

(c) — o o o

(J) o o o o
(k) — o o

(0)00 —

r(St 4PP'y brakes.

repeated until answered hvt^signal prescribed by Rule ?? ^tAnswer to 12 (d)
^°^-

prTvide*dfr"^^"°* otherwise

When train is standing, back
WhpT';*''-^2.(c)andl6(?f-When^tram .s running/aUer to

Call for signals.

displayed for »f„M^"* *° *'8"a's

Answer to 14 CnV <« i , •

Answer to 14 (k).

*"—
" -issorii t-ffis^," "— ..'
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[OO feet apart is a sij To ^uraZ^lT ^' *'""

p stop signal.
speed, and look out for

Communicatinsr SisnaU.

Indication.

16.

Sound.

la) Two.
lb) Two.
|c) Three.

Id) Three.

p) Four.

|f) Four.

b) Five.

th) Five.

|i) Six.

li) Seven.

When train is standing, start.
When tram is running, stop at .nee.Wten tram ,3 standing, back.

^tTtio?" ^ """"-«' «*°P at -xt

When train is standing, apply orrelease air brakes.
When train is running, reduce speed.

When train s rur.nmg, increase speed,^^^entr^in ^running, increase s^m
When t,,j„ j^ ^^^^.^^^

-^'^5l5^L.?L?«*inK brake.

TRAIN signals!
~~

rain'by nfghtb'if^r.t'eJI^P'Y^i *» the front of every

h t° nieet another a'^ has s^nt^ ?^"
*''^ ^^a'" t"^^h switch. elos«l.oTiJstr„f,'^,5!°'--t'-k.

f-
aoubie track, or at iunotmn/ j .

'•"'"^ *' *he end
h the approacWng S»in '

"""^ "'^"^''^ ""P^^'y -»*

C^ _
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(Illustrated by diagram.)

(Illustrated by diagram.)

(Illustratfid kir .4:.>». \(Illustrated by diagram.)

for that purpo. on5tntoT£'engit^
'""'^ ^'"'^''^

'

(Illustrated by diagram.)
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I

.^- .^''?"*'"'°'™<"e engines are coupled, the leadingeng,ne only shall, unless otherwise direcJ, announ^ hesignals as prescribed by Rule 14, and displa^ the s"gn^ a!
I

prescnbed by Rules 20 and ?\ *^ ""

I =nH 9?"*„
°"* ^^^ *" "^''* displayed where in Rules 19 20

the n,n ."' f^'^"''' ^" ''«^'«'*« tl^« Bame as to; bS
I the proper display of all train sigmib is required. •

I shifti^J J^Z'^ "^ ^'^^'^ ^y »" «"P"« (except when
I

shift ng or making up trains in yards) a white IiB.ht ™V..^
be dbplayed on the front of theLding cTb^ iSt

(Illustrated by diagram.)
^

with^fL
^''^^

f' °° " P"»e°8er train must be connectedwith the engine by a communicating signal appliance.

r.1 ff .
^ ^'"^ ''^^ ''^ ^"y """^ » blue light by night dis-

hat workmen are under or about it; when thus ^rotecteT.t must not be coupled to or moved, and other ca,« must^tbe placed on he same track so as to intercept theTew othe blue signals, without first notifying the workmen
Workmen will display the blue signals and the samPworkmen are alone authorized to remove them.

USE OF SIGNALS.

27. A signal imperfectly displayed, or the absence ofa signal at a place where a signal is usually sho^ mus^bpregarded as a stop signal, and the fact repoLlrjheTroJ^^

28. A combined green and white signal igb.h»„^*„

men It IS necessary to stop a train at a point that is nota flag station on its schedule, a red signal must be u^



Signal 14 (1) „,uBt be sounded at every whistle post

Signal 14 (k) must be sounded by a train Hi.„i •

and notify them of green signals display^ ^^' "' "*"''

m-t be used by them only when''n'::^^^ SfpS
to-.'ST.i.t b^th^ctr• "^ ^-'^ ^°" ^^^



I



TRAIN ORDER.

Superiority.

or diirtiot
*""" " ''"'""°' *" -o'her train by right. cla«

^'k''*w conferred by train nr^» .

time-table. ^ "*'" ""Jw; daw and direction by

Right is superior to cla«8 or direction

^^i-tionissupeHorasbetween
train. Of tbesan>ecia«.

-econd d^rZl, S'tSTLlTd'?
''"'*"°' *° *^<«« of the

of the third class; trJL ^^7^,^T ''"'^"°' *° *'"««
those of the fourth class.

^ '^'^ «* ""Penor to

-^^^J^:^:^^ ^^^ ti^e-table are

73 V.^^.
'"^'"^^ opposite direction.

^^*- traans are inferior to regular trains.

RULES FOR TRAIN MOVEMENT

--ve^^lt^E^rS^-ne^ect.

'^rnS^i::^^l^^' f'- ^''^i-chedule
^chedule, and can thereafi^^'""'/"* ^"* ^eht and
train order.

'"^°**«'* only as authorized by
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untiJ it has been asce taLTwhether «^, ° "^^'" *"'*'

are supeHor. o. oi the sa^elirit^VlLirof^tT"'*"

Tennina, C.ea^anir'irn.t-tL^-^^^-J: '^^'•out a

du<is a"iiitp'i:^rmS''"r > ^"^ «™-**^'«' co-
posted before steX A.. Tu ""^^ "^" ^"^ '^^ ^""««'«

th. tta,S^T™^f '"« to ,1«„ ,h. „«„ teu.n'J
by RuJ.S^^ '' ""*• """ l^ 1»'"W -. P~oibed
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governed by train odeT^-th™ P^°^'<'«', and will b,
traina. ^" ""h respect to opposing extra

the S;riotS"^riS*-ntrai„sonbe«^^
leaving time of tl>e superior train ""'" '""^ '^'°'^ *»>«

^s^^'^S-Si^rrLr^- ">« *-^" ^n
otherwise provided.

"""' *«^« 'he aiding unless

Trains must pull into f>.» -j-
necessary to back in, ho trat ™ f

7^"" Practicable; if

P-«^bed by Rule «K ^1^0*^>\„^X-«=t«» as

classi^hetfSL''mStSeT *.™"« "^ '^^-"t
supenor train at least five m nu^S „ V"^"^ ""'» ="«' the
"ding when practicable uT^' """^ '"'«* P«« into the
njust first be protected' as p^^ ^ ''»* "' the train
otherwise provided.

Pf«<:nbed by Rule 99, unless

«th{Ln^strL:?L^:rer^ "-«•« «*««-•
•« nght and the track clear.

'^'^' ""'"^ the switch

- th?srhetieTrn;i"i''':r^dassi3^

Etet' ^^^^- --- - 3^s°thrter
Trains must not pass anv ^^*-mg positively that tbe^^^'^^^ ^"^* ^*bout kn^^.

haa ngftt to track over them.
^* "" *«« ^hich
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I

taking the idding " ""'^'"^ *""" ^°»'d "« «

I

si^aU wharaSlS "nd '"
''°""°" '° ^^^^^^
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r train carrying paoengers or operating a mow plow until a
report u received of its arrival at a station ahead, except tiiat
a train may follow twenty minutes after the departure of a
train carrying passengers or operating a snow plow, when
either the station from which it is to follow or the next
station ahead is not a telegraph station, or whe.i communica-
tion with the Train Despatcher is interrupted, and the wire
failure is noted on the Clearance.

The train order signal will be used by Operators to main-
tain the intervals required by this rule.

Schedule speed must not be exceeded by sections of
trains other than the firjt section, nor may a train foUowing
a train carrying passengers, exceed the schedule speed of
such train unless clearance shows arrival at a station ahead.

92. A train must not arrive at a station in advance of
Its schedule arriving time.

When only the leaving time is shown, a firsl>claa8 train
must not arrive at a station more than five minutes in ad-
vance of its schedule leaving time.

A train must not leave a station in advance of its
schedule leaving time.

93. Within yards defined by yard limit boards, the
main track may be used, keeping clear of first and second-
class trains.

The main track must not be so used within yard limits
utttu It IS known that all sections of overdue first and second-
class trains have arrived.



to h7^ri/'l!*5 ?""* ^ "^^"^'^ *° t*"* y"d >i™it boardsto be kept lighted from sunaet to sunrise.

th.*^"
"^ *'!^'' '''^* overtakes another train so disabledthatit cannot proceed will pass it if practicable, sndit

offi^Mr^ • ^""^ *° *»>« "«'* «P«" telegraph

^wS'i^? •,7'
"^^"^ *° ^•'^ P™P*' 'authority. ThTdL

t^ZL'^lrr: *'* "'^''* '^^ schedule and take t^
S^.^[f7^ K,

""* *""'" ^* '»>'<=»» '* h«» exchanged,

Sn^igSTofflt:
^'°'*^' *" '-'' -^^ '-- ^-^ -*

sched^*„"f
1*"^°' •"""'''^ *° """'^ ''8'^"«t *« right or

st^^ W ""T^" *"''" ^ •'^*^'^«« between tel^raphstations by an inferior train or a train of the samrcirhaving right or schedule which permits it to p,^,^ t^delayed train may, after proper consultation^' thefoUowing train, precede it to the next telegraph^ition^ere it must report to the Superintendent or?rain M^ter'

^tXZ'^rT "^* •"'''^' *••- circumstanS^^-must be fuUy explained to them by the leading train thatthe expected train is following.

schedS;.
'^^° "' """* '^'"°'" ""'y ^ ™" °" the same

Each section has equal time-table authority.

witholit^Sn'oir
'"'"''' ^'^'^ '"' ^ '""•"^"'^ -=«-
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*t. When signals dispUyed /or a section are talien
iown at any point before that section arrives, the Conductor
«11, if there be no other provision, arrange in writing with
the Operator or if there be no Operator, with the Switch-
tender, or in the absence of both, with a Flagman left there
for that purpose to notify all opposing inferior tisins or
trains of the same class leaving such point, that the section
/or which signals were displayed has not arrived.

97. Extra trains must not be run without train orders.

98. Trains must approach the end of double track
junctions, interloci<ed railway crossings at grade, and inter-
locked drawbridges, prepared to stop, unless the switches
and signals art right, and t.'ie track is clear.

At raUway crossings at grade and drawbridges not inter-
locked, trains must stop and not proceed until the proper
signal has been given.

When clear signaU are shown where one raflway crosses
another at grade, the speed of passenger ta^ns must be
reduced to thirty-five miles an hour and freight trains to
twenty miles an hour, until the entire train has passed the
crossing.

When clear signals are shown where a railway crosses
a drawbridge, the speed of passenger trains must be reduced
to twenty-five miles an hour and the speed of freight trains
to fifteen mUes an hour, until the entire train has passed tht.
drawbridge.

99. When a train stops or is delayed on the main tracl
under circumstances in which it may be overtaken bj
another ta-ain, the Flagman must ?o back immediately wUh
stop signals, a suillcient distance from the train to insure ful'
protection, at least:



In day time if there is no down grade
.oward train within one mile of ita rear,
and there is a dear view of ita rear of 2000
yards, (40 teleipvph poles) from an ap-
proaching train.

At other times and places, if there is

no down grade toward train, within one
mile of its rear.

If there is a down grade toward train,

within one mile of its rear.

600 yards,

10 telegraph

poles.

1,200 yards,

24 telegraph

poles.

1,800 y^rds,

36 telegraph

poles.

he Hagii.an, must after going back a sufficient distaice
irom the train to insure full protection, take up a position
where there will be an unobstructed view of him from an
approaching train of, if possible, 600 yards (10 telegraph
poles), first placing two torpedoes not more than 200 or less
than 100 feet apart o.i the rail on the same side as the
Engineer of an approachicg train, 100 yards (2 telegraph
poles) bei o-d such position. The Flagman must remain in
such position until recalled or relieved.

If recalled before another train arrives he must at night,
or when weather or other conditions obscure day signals,
or when snow plows or flangers may be running, in addition
to the two torpedoes, leave a fusee burning red at the point
he returns from and at such other points on his return as
may be necessary to insure full protection.

The front of a train must be protected in the same way
when necessary by the front Brakeman, or if there be none,
by the Fireman.

Flagmen must always on the approach of a train dbplay
stop signals, and if not already done, place two torpedoes
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on the rail aa bofore described, and then return 100 yards
(2 telei^aph poles) nearer the protected point.

Flagmen must each be equipped for day tmie with a
red flag and four torpedoes, and for night time and when
weather or other conditions obscure day signals, with a red
light, a white light and four torpedoes, three red fusees, and
a supply of matches.

A train should not stop between stations at a place
where the view from following trains is obstructed.

100. Wh4n the Flagman goes out to protect the train
his place will be filled by the person designated by the
Conductor.

101. If a train should part while in motion, trainmen
must, if possible, prevent damage to the detached portions.
The signals prescribed by Rules 12 (d) and 14 (f) must be
given.

When for any reason an engine leaves ita train or a part
of its train on the main track, every precaution must be taken
to protect the train against the returning engine. Torpedoes
must be placed in advance of the train, and at night, or
during stormy weather, a red light must be prominently
displayed on the forward car. The Conductor and Engineer
will be held equally responsible for this rule

The detached portion must not be moved or passed
until the front portion comes back.

102. When cars are pushed by an engine (except when
shifting and making up trains in yards where there are no
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public highway crossings at rail level) a Flagman must take
a conspicuous position on the front of the leading car.

Whenever in any city, town or village, cars are passing
over or along a highway at grade not headed by an engine
moving forward, in the ordinary manner, a man must take
a conspicuous position on the foremost car or tender, if that
is in front, to warn persons on the highway.

No part of a car or engine may be allowed to occupy
any part of a highway for a longer period than five minutes
and a highway must not be obstructed by switching opera-
tions for more than five minutes at a time.

Whistle posts will be placed at least 80 rods (34 mile)
from every public road crossing at grade, except at public
road crossings within the limits of towns or cities.

103. Messages or orders respecting the movement of
trains or the condition of track or bridges must be in writing.

104. The target of a switch parallel with the main
track or a green light, indicates the switch is set for the main
track; the target at right angles to the main track or a red
light indicates the switch is set for a diverging track.

Switches must be left in proper position after having
bien used.

Except where Switchtenders are stationed. Conductors
are responsbile for the position of the switches used by them
and their Trainmen. This will not relieve Trainmen of
responsibility for the proper position of switches used by
their train.



approaching, or passing over a switch.
^

W>en a train is standing on a passing trar tr. .„«=*-,.*

Trainmen of a train occupying the main track at ameeting or passing point, will, when practicable oSnh^3witch for the expected train and protect"re switcrunJi!relieved by a Switchtender or a Trafnmanof the oTh^r tl^at

the ilSar''^ *"'='" -""*^ -* •'"'^ -'-> *o protect

th« q" t'^'l^^
^"^ ^° "^ ^^'"'K'', it must be protectedthe Section Foreman notified and the fact re^rtad toX'proper authority by telegraph, immediate"
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Both Conductors and Engineers are responsible for the
safety of their trains, and under conditions not provided for

by the rules, must take every precaution for their protection.

Immediate precaution must be taken to protect all

trains against any obstruction or defect in the track.

106. In ail cases of doubt or uncertainty the safe course
must be taken, and no risks run.

107. Conductors and Brakemen must know that the
cars in their trains are in good order before starting, and
inspect them whenever they have an opportunity to do so,

particularly when entering or leaving sidings or waiting for
other trains. All cars taken in their train at intermediate
stations must be examined with extra care.

108. A train must not be detached 'vhile in motion.
When necessary to make running switches the train must
first be stopped.

109. When stopping to take water, freight trains of
more than fifteen cars, must stop not less than fifty feet
before reaching the water tank or standpipe and the engine
must be cut off before water is taken. The brakes must not
be released on the train until the engine is again coupled on
and ready to proceed.
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RULES FOR USE OF TRAIN ORDERS

one pt.SThlST" °' '""' """" "»' l" """""I »

204 Train orders must be addressed to those who are

Enlj^rs thT'
""* ^ '"'^'='«'* by Conductors andii-ngineers, the same as if addressed to them.

Fireme°„"S trw^^K
^"^"'^'^ '""^* ^^<»"^ ^rakemen andi'lremen to know the contents of all train orders.
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205. Each train order must be written in full in a book

the"Trl"SJn ''"^'r
'"' ^•'^ P-P«- at""roffiee Ofthe Tram Despatcher, and with it recorded the names ofthose who have signed for the order; the t me anTthe

repeated and the responses transmitted; and the Train

an7n ? '"'*'*'^- ''^^^^ "'^"ds must be made at onceand never from memory or memoranda.

hv fif"*" ^t^^'
*''*''^ "^"^ •'^ designated in train orders

10 Eng. 715," or "second No. 10 Ens 72'; " Tffi,„ u
of the engme cannot be ascertaln'ed"^relord "urotn'-will be used; as "No. 10. Eng. Unknown." Extra trains wHl

7^5^^" •^VtLr'"\""'"''^"
--^ direction r-S

207. Totransmitatrainorder, thesienal "IV'n, +!,<.
signal "19" followed by the direction' miltTgiven to each

of trJS! "Iir'
,"'*'*'«»^."»^t^ in the order of superiority

a the^lnn ° P':^'=«'=ab'«. must include the Operatorat t^meefng or waiting point, each office taking its proper

sent StTtlrn "T'**"'^'^'^ *° ^"' *•>« ""'^^ n""t be

!!,h\u . f
Operator at the meeting or waiting pointand then to traina in the order of their superioriS'

*
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Copies of the order addressed to the Operator «t t^,.meetmg or waiting point must be delivered to °n ttaffected until all have arrived from one dSon "" *"*""

210. When a "31" train order has been transm.ttnH

of repetition on the order Fanh n,,! T -^ "^ *"°®

Should Observe wheTht^htrrrS^rrS^ "''-

.Ineer^'ThreTpTfS eSS"^r?-^^^''*
"-

termr ^^°"'^"""' -•'° ^» -SiiThrord:-

JcoTducWs"c^°p;'=°'"^^™°"'
'^"'^ ^"«'"- -" *»>«,
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On^rffL ^""w
'',""" *'"'" °''^*'" ''^ been transmitted.Operator must (unless otherwise directed) repeat it at oncefrom the manifold copy in the succession in which the several

Z^l^'^lT '"^^'^^- Each Operator receiving the

When the order has been repeated correctly by the Operator,
he r^ponse -Complete." and the time, with the i^als ofthe Superintendent or Train Master will be given by the

will then write on each copy ^he word • Complete." the timeand his last name in full, and personally deliver a copy to

whpn^hT"
^^^'^^' without taking his signature. Butwhen delivery to Engineer will take the Operator from theimmediate vicinity of his office, the Engineer's copy will be

delivered by the Conductor.

ri^hf^ 7K °'"'^^'" "'"^' "°* ^^ "^ ^I'en by its use the
rights of a train are to be restricted.

212. A train order may. by the direction of the Trafn
Despatcher, be acknowledged without repeating, by theOperator responding "X; (Number of train order) to(Tram) w.th the Operator's initials and the office signal.

the ttaT """'* *^^" ^''^ "" ^^^ °'^^' ^^ '"'*'^'^ ^""J

dpli™!,!V
"Complete" must not be given to a train order for

„fir^
*° ^" '"^"'°'' tf'^i" until the order has been repeated

Z^Tt .u
^^P""^ ««"* by the Operator who receives theorder for the supenor train.

"Complete" must not be given to an order for delivery

untV/hT- f"""^,
'* ^«^'"'* " ^^^'^ *=«"y'n8 passengers,

"tain n ^r "' °^ '^' ^^""^^ ^* *be meeting or waiting
station, or the signature of the Conductor of the passenger
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train has been received, except that when an order is sent

except at the initial station of that train.
««'vea,

214. When a train order has been repeated or "X"r^ponse sent and before "Complete" has been given theorder must be treated as a holding order for the ira^

;?etXl' btl'S^e^
"- °''-'- -^' -"-''"-

has sln?the"-X" l«
''"' "" ^"^"^ "^^ ''^^'''' -" °'der or

«ffon? i \ ''^P°'^- the order at that office is of noeffect and must be there treated as if it had not been sent!

215. The Operator who receives and delivers a trainorder must preserve the lowest copy.
'"

216. For train orders delivered by the Train Hp.^patcher, the requirements as to the record and de fvery artthe same as at other offices.
"eiivery are

not aV I

^
*u^'"

°'^^'' *° ''^ "^^"^^^ed to a train at a pointnot a telegraph station, or at one at which the telmaDhoffice IS closed, must be addressed to
"

^'egraph

c&r6 of ** 1 ^

P„„ ., V , '
»"a forwarded and delivered by the

Whe'nt™-;,"'" T°" '" "'^'^^ -- •* - -dVeUd'
sienatul^f ft

"^ "'*^' Complete" will be given upon the

who must bp ""T. ^''1^''"' '^' °'^''' ^ *° b« delivered,

thrsT;a^tr'T4"'4?h^ rt tf"
'^ ^'^" '''"

rTrLsr -' ''- ^-^-^^^ -^ ^"^"- -
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Orders 80 delivered must be acted Oi. at, it "Complete-
had been given m the usual way.

When Form "31" is sent, in the manner herein provided,tea tram the superiority of which is thereby restricted.
Complete must not be given to an inferior train until the

signatures of the Conductor and Engineer of the superiortram have been sent to the Superintendent or Trainmaster.

218. When a train is named in a train order by its
schedule number alone, all sections of that schedule are in-
cluded, and each must have copies delivered to it Partic-
ular sections must be specified when it is known the schedule
IS, or IS to be, in sections.

219. Unless otherwise directed, an aerator must not
repeat or give the "X" response to a train order for a trainwhich has been cleared or of which the engine has passed his
train-order signa^ until he has obtained the signature of theConductor and Engineer to the order.

f„lfilf»H°'
'^™'"/^'^«" "n-^e in effect, continue so until

fulfilled, superseded or annulled. Any part of an order

TannuM
^^'*''"'" "--ovement may be either superseded

relate r ^""^
''T'

°' ^""'^ ^°'' "' ^"^ P"^ "^ «» O^der

nl! K^i 'V^^"'.^'"
**'"• ^""^""^ ^"'d ^hen such train

l<«es both right and schedule as pres:-lbed by Rules 4 and
Si, or IS annulled

tru
y^^" Conductors or Engineers change off, they must

h^ f ""7'*"'' "^"'^""^ '^'" *^^'"^- Each must kn^wthat the orders transferred are correctly understood by the
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other, and obtain his written receipt therefor. Before either

offiJ"V- 1 ^fn
''^""' """'* '^ "««J at e«h train orderoffice which shall indicate "stop" when trains are to bestopped for train orders. When there are no orders the«.Knal must indicate "proceed." except as provided n Rule

When an Operator receives the signal "31" or "19"
followed by the^direction, he must immediately display thestop signal for the direction indicated, and then repKstop displayed," adding the direction; and until the ode^have been delivered or annulled, the signal must not h^
restored to "proceed" except by t^ain orTer

* ^'

A train stopped by a train order signal must not proceed

='^-^S=Sorz^:ris

.^spyr^r^i-rrth:^^:?;^
fail to work properly. If a signal is not displayed at aSt
°±!: *'T

''•»'='> ^''^^ "°t been notified must stop and^certain the. cause, and report the facts to the Su^r-intendent from the next open telegraph office

Tr»,n"n ^fT*"" ^" P^r^Ptiy record and report to theTrun Despatcher the time of arrival and departure of aH
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uj""'
'^*'* ^""""'"^ "'«'" ""'^ abbreviation may be

Masif
"' for signature of the Superintendent or Trai«

SupJSnS ""' °*'" "*"^'^ - "^ --««'• ''^ the

X-Train will be held until order is complete.
Com.—for Complete.

O.S.—for Train Report.

No.—for Number.

Eng.—for Engine.

Psgr.—for Passenger.

Frt.—for Freight.

Mins.—for Minutes.

Jet.—for Junction.

Despr.—for Despatcher.

Opr.—for Operator.

Cy.—for Copy.

S- D.—for "Stop displayed."

B. C—for Block Clear.

ask f'rSn :rdet
"" '" *"•'" "•^^'^ '"'' '- O'^-to" to

^mZsZ:^
abbreviations for the names of the months
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FORMS OF TRAIN ORDERS.

Form A-Fi.i„, M..tl„, P„i„t. ,„, Opposing Tr.in..

W meet ^^
f2) meet «. .»

(and so on).
"

Trains receiving these orders will run witi. respect toeach other to the designated points : nd ther, ^^tTn themanner provided by the rules.

A meeting oMer must not be sent for delivery to a train

avoided, the followmg addition to the order will be made

point with care and under control.

"This order to at '•

EXAMPLES.

(1) No. 1 meet No. 2 at B.

No. 3 meet second No. 4 at B.

No. 5 meet Extra 95 east at B.

Extra 652 north meet Extra 231 south at B.

^^^
?": ^ T^ "^'"""^ ^°- ^ "^t Nos. 1 and 3 at C and
Extra 95 west at D.

No 1 meet No. 2 at B, second No. i at C, antMtra 95 east at D.
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Form B-Dlr,ctln, • Tr.ln o p.M or run .h..d of
another train.

..pan..

ot.

(V

(2;

(8) run ahead of
(^) run ahead of

(5)

to.

at

when overtaken.

to

t until overtaken,
^t and run ahead

-Vhen an inferior train receives an order to pass asuperior tram, right is conferred to run ahead of the train
passed from the designated point.

EXAMPLES.

(1) No. 1 pass No. 3 at K.

tr«in!^n?
"""^^ this example a train is to pass another, bothtra,,« will run according to rule to the designated stktionand there arrange for the rear train to pass promptly.

(2) No. e pass No. 4 when overtaken.

r„lo ^"fri*"'"
^"'"P'^' *""*• ''«'"^ ^'" ru" according tonUe until the second named train is overtaken, and thenarrange for the rear train to pass promptly.

(3) Extra 594 East run ahead of No. 6, M to B.

w,»,^"''r
**''^«'''«nPl«' the second named train will run

:le^?ain""'°" " ^'" ^"^^"' ^=<="^-' -''' *he fi.t

(4) Extra 95 west run ahead of No 3
overtaken.

B, until
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until overteten and Z^^^^^^^ T '^^ ^"^^^'^^'^ station

promptly
• *'" '«'«'8«^or the rear train to pass

M to^?.
'"' ' ""^ '''' ' "* ^' ''"'I '^n ahead of No. 7,

For™ C.-G|vi„,^R,,Ht to . Tr.i„ Ov., .„ Opp„.|„,

I,-- has right over to

othe/s:s;s;n^s:rts^"*"^-^^'^*'>«

wise prescribS ^ '"''"^' ""'"^ *^^ "'^er other-

a)

EXAMPLES.
No. 1 has right over No. 2, G to Z.

last n^amed iefo
" Sf„Tf "'"'''• *""" ^'''='> *>>« «»''«<»'

(2) Extra 37 east has right over No. 8, P to A.
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Form E._Time Order..

^^' run lat- .

(2) run SJ f -

late to: etc
"""^

S::: 22 ""^ ^'"^'^*" " until
]vi_

"

until ^'

until
ji_'

train?reaXTxL'jeT3?^^^°""^^*- -*•> - extra
each station statedT^tt - al^T ""'

f''
^''^ ''"^^ «'

as schedule tunes in rfl;1S'ltLf ^^™« '"«^"'"''

EXAMPLES.

(1) No.
1 run twenty 20 mins. late A to G.

16 Jl. lat G toKr^t?
'" "'•"• "**^ ^ *° «' -d «teen

traintre?Li:^J„"iil-t ^-^^ -hedule ti.e of the
as stated in the oX^'Ll^nyo~S" "'^''' '^"^^

order is required to nm xuifi,
^'" ""e^eiving the

before reqied to un'tS^t'tfthV'"^ ''''' *"'"'' ^
time. The time in the ordersSd h.' T'"''^'

^'=''«*^'«

added to the schedule time
'"'^ ^ "^^ ^* «««"y

(3) No. 2 wait at H until ten 10.00 A.M. for No. 1.

-Sr.=i;;:;«-™-rr.s
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mediate station, clearingttaeTC^ "^5°"' " ""^ '"^r-
by Rule. ^ "^ °^ ''"t "»™«i train as required

(4) Nos. 1 and 3 wait at:
N until ten 10.00 A.M.
P until ten-thirty 10.30 A MR until ten-f5fty-flve 10.55 A.M etc

Form F.-For Section..

(1)

to
^'^'^^y «8nala and run >

(2)..

(3)..

(6)..

(7)..

run as..
to..

; display signals
.'......to

18 withdrawn as
..for..

tt..

"^f display signalsand

(8)

(91

to run

..and

...to.

take down signals at

reverse position as and

The chawcter of a train for which ,may be stated. 1 signals are displayed

Each section affected by thp o-der m-^ •

and „ust arrange green signa'is.M,S """ ~''''"'
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is to follow the^n sigLisrP^rKSjutr ''"''

EXAMPLES.

^ ^(1) Eng. 20 display signals and run as fim No 1 A

order examples.
''^impie (j), both being single

(2) Eng. 25 run as second No. 1 A to Z

rignab"'"
*'" '"^'"'- ^"^"« 25 ^il, not display green

No. fUy liSat^ri'Lt g,?S ""^- ^^'- -"^

dispiSrSLn s„:r
'''" ^-^'-^ ^^ ^°^ -«^- ««) -«! -*

These examples may be modified as follows-

No. {?A toT '"' '' ^""^ '^ ^"" ^^ «-*' --d. and third.

signaVs"'"
*'" '^'"'"^ ^"^"« «« -» not display green

For changing sections.

«on o7e:tTeT:?r.:r„srr"
*^^ '°"°-'"« -^'«-

N to? ?nn"
^^ '^^'"^^ ''«"*' ''"'^ '«° «« second No 1N to Z PoUowmg sections change number accordingly

and in M d£ct!^°'"'!f',T'°'
"^ ^"' '^'^P'^y green signals

!fi
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will b?.^d:
" """^™^«*« -'=«''". the followtn, example

F„ii„^^-
^"^. ^^ '^ Withdrawn as second No 1 at HFollowing sections change numbers accordingly

Under this example, engine 85 will drop out at H anWfollowing sections will take the next lower n^^r

folJ^ng wmrus^d!
^"^"^ '°' "''''''- °" ^ -«-' *"«

as secL No'-/,W^' °' "="«• '' '^^"'^^ -«->« an<i run

engin?i?;5fni:rdtcLTvrj ^^r
"* " « -'^

be addressed. If enei^e 8^
JoUowing sections need not

"display signals L""^;;,\fom1ttir
'^"'"' *^ ""^^^

exampL'X?„"s:d:^'^^'''''^"^^--^^^-t^

(8) Second No. 1 take down signals at D.
Under this example, 2nd No 1 will foto a

signals as directed and a foUow^g'seetTo! ™t. T ^'*"
beyond the station named

^""^ ''°* ^'°'^

^Jo pass one section by another, the following will be

third No.StoZ."' '' '""^ ^'"'"""^ •« --"'J -d

25 H to 7 *''V^'«'Pl«' «°Pne 99 will run ahead of engine2^H to Z, exchange train orders, and, if n-r^^J^J^^
E^n^gnals accordingly. FoUowing sectio-ns-^Si^rS
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Form C—E«tr« Train.,

r-'-n extra..
..to..nm extra fg

(1) Eng
(2) Eng

and return to

asfoSL^ right over a^S''^''^"^
""

I^ave M.
M.
M.

Arrive
jj_

EXAMPLES.
(1) Eng. 99 1 extra A to F

Undef!l; tl™".""*"'
A to P and mum to C.

^n^l^fonL:i7-;Z^:-^^^^^ ThuHKia,. Feb.

Leave A eleven-thirty, 11.30 P.M.
C twelve-twenty-fiv9 12.25 A.ME one-forty-seven 1.47 A.M.Amve P two-twenty-two 2.22 A M

Form H.—Work Extra.

,
(1) Eng ^„,^

'«'e«n and
Work extras must give way to ail

practicable.

Mto Mbe-

traina as promptly as

'
i!
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m.„.T'*"*''^'"
*'*"' ^^'^ "* ""> °^«' ^"'king limito, theymust be given a copy of the order sent to the work exira!

Should the working order instruct a work extra to notprotect against extra trains in one or both directio,^ exJa

loTexT: irr\" ^'r'^^ ^^ ^^' ««='^^'Swork extra; if the order indicates that the work extra isprotecting itself against other trains, they will run exSngto find the work extra protecting itself.

The working limits should be as short as practicableto be changed as the progress of the work may requfr '

Conductor^ of work extras must report each eveningby telegraph to the Train Despatcher the time when the"r

Se fiSgX"' ''' "*«^* -' ^'^^ -•^n^ n-itl

EXAMPLES.

D and E.
^"^" ^^^ ""'' '^^^" ^ ^'^^ *° '^ ^ ^^- between

Under this example the work extra must, whetherstandmg or moving, protect itself against extras ;itlte the

ThI tTl 7"" 'r
'"'''' ^""''"'"'' - P««cribed by ruleThe time of regular trains must be cleared.

This may be modified by adding:

(2) Not protecting against eastbound extras.

Under this example the work extra will protect onlv

berarer'"""'
'''^'^- '''^ *™^ °^-^uj^mut

(3) Not protecting against extras.

required. The time of regular trains must be cleared.
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When a work extra has been instructed by order tonot protect against extra trains, and afterward ifi.T-^ ^
to have it clear the track for or pr^t^U^VlSiJ^J

^e e^^hern^nfl ^^^l^^t^S^^^
--

Under this example, extra 76 east muct not Pntor !,«>
working Hn^its before 2.10 P.M., and wiuXSZ Cctta!
Itself) as the order may require.

protecung

To enable a work extra to work upon the time of «
-egular train, the foUowing form will be C:

(5) Work extra 292 protects against No. 65 (or
class trams) between D and E.

ih».^"'^^'.i*'^
^'!"'°P'*' ^''^ ^"'l' «t« may work uponthe time of the train (or trains) mentioned in the order^S

Dy rule. The regular tram (or trains) receiving the orderwill run expecting to find the work extra protecting itLlf'

an trSTth^roS^^ir^-"^'- -^* over

(6) Work extra 292 has right over all traiM betweenD and E, seven 7 P.M. to twelve 12 night.

This pves the work extra the exclusive right betweenihe pomte designated between the times named

proceed to the designated point and there arrange to meetwithout regard to any time limit held by the wofk extr"

i
'



a
Form J.-HoIdin« Ord.,.

Hold
This form will be u»d /„.i„ i.

traiM until order, can belfven LT *" "''**^ *« ^ola
These orde« wiU be addri^i".*^

°' ^'"«^«n<=y.

acknowledged in t}^Zn^,
addressed to the Operator and

Conductor andZZtS^^ffa^^ ^^"^^^ ^

Hold No. 2.

^''^'*'"^«-

Hold all (or eastbound) trains.
Wlien a train has been an hou :*

the order to Hold ^ a^nu led 'or Ir?"'""*'=«'' ""«'
Operator in the form: ' "" ""'•* e^^en to the

may go."

For™K.-A„„„,H„,.Sch.du,.„,.s.,,,„„,

c2):::::::duetoieavf'""""^ :*»

to " annulled

EXAMPLES

annulled E to G.
"^"^ *° '^*^« A Feb. 29th. is

Form L.-A„„ulH„g .„ Order.
Order No.
An order which"l,'»=' k

"^ """""ed.

-ued under its'ori^Lill^^^^'ed «ust not be re

EXAMPLE,
<«!« No. tenio is annulled.



"ive.^t aSin "hi
" *°„^* """""«^ »•- -* been de-

the OperaU'Tho';i«" d"S; air
"*" "^ '"*''--''"

Annulled by Order No. "

..

Form M.-A„„ulH„, p„t „, „ o^j^^

That part of Order No.. ^ .,
annulled. reading

jg

EXAMPLES.

No.a S^i anSe^'
""^^^ ^°- **" '' -"^'"^ No. 1 ^eet

the w^r^''.?^;::;'^^,^^-" ''^
-"^f^ *» P--bed fonns.

~ZZ^^ ^°' ''"^^••'
-' instead of

(2).,

instead of

(3)

instead of.

has right over
to..

display signals for (^



p
EXAMPLES.

(1) No. 1 meet No. 2 (or pa» No. 3) at C instead of B.

m Mo" 1 i?'","*''.*
°^*' No. 2, G to R instead of X.

(3) No. 1 display signals for Eng.86, A to Z instead of G.

Form T.-Line Cl.,r Ord.r.

Line dear to for..,.

EXAMPLE.
Line clear to C for No. 3 (or extra 597 east).
This order pves the train named the right to track overaJl trains from tfte station at which the order is received tothe station named, but it must, when necessary

, Stecte^

nLL l\ ^^^ f*•" '"""* ^ addressed to the trainnamed and also to the operator at the Station to which the

h« r "; ^"i
^^ ^""^ '"P*"* •*• ^"•^ then hold all trains i^

"CoS:^ "^T""" I'"*"
*••* *''''" "-""^J has arrived

uS£m„w"f.V°l^ ^^^" *° *he order for the trainuntil Complete" has been given to the order for the Opera-tor at the station to which the line is dear. Thfa fo,^ of

fntn'deT
"°* "" ""^ ""'"' ''"*°'^'* "^ the S^^!

Form U.-Protectlon Against Following Train..

, '^l
^P' hold all trains following

vS'teept
) unta m.

,
^^} ^P' hold all trains foUowing

^"=^'*P'-;

:,

)"ntU arrives at... .:...;

to th?^ • f f"'* ^* addressed to the Operator at G andto the train to be protected, and the Operator wUl deliverS rit*""""
''^''^'' ?"'* '* «^^« *he train to beZteeted right w> occupy the main track without rear flaeprotection until the order is fueled.

"^
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EXAMPLES.

(1) Opr. G hold all trains following No. 64 (or extra
301 east) (except No. 6) until ten 10 A.M

JOfi llin?'' ^^''xr'* f *"™ '°"°^'"« No. 4 (or extra
306 east) (except No. 6) until No. 4 (or extra 306 east)
arrives at F.

'

Form v.—Specifying the Speed of a Train.

(1) Do not exceed miles per hour to

(2^ ^"" miles per hour to

EXAMPLES.

(1) Do not exceed six 6 miles per hour, A to B
This order will be us. i when main track is reported

unsafe for usual speed.

(2) Run forty 40 miles per hour, A to B.
Und'-r 2 the train addressed will not run" at the speed

specified unless safe to do so.
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i

J

TRAIN RULES FOR DOUBLE TRACK

Standard Tim*.
1. Standard Time obtained from McGill obw^rvatory

will be telegraphed to all points from designated offices at
11 o clock A.M. daily.

2. Watches that have been examined and certified to
by a designated Inspector must be used by Train Masters,
Koad Foremen of Locomotives, Locomotive Foremen, Road-
masters, Bridge and Building Masters, Conductors, Engi-
neers, Firemen, Motormen, Train Baggagemen, Brakemen,
Yard Masters and Yard Foremen and ruch other employee,
as the Railway Company may direct The certificate in
the prescribed form mustbe renewed and filed with theSuper-
intendent or Train Master every January and July.

(Form of Certificate.)

Certificate of Watch Inspector.
This is to certify that on 19

the watch of

employed as

°".**'* Railway was examined by rne!« is correct and reliable and in my judgement will, with
proper care, run within a variation of thirty seconds per

Name of Maker
Brand

Number of movement
Open or hunting case

Metal of case

Stem or key winding

Signed,

Address..
Inspector.



3. Watches of Conductors, Engineers and Motormen
must be compared, before starting on each trip, with a clock
designated as a Standard Clock. The time when watches
are compared must be registered on a prescribed form.

Employees who are required to use Stan-'ard Watches
muBt submit them to a designated Inspector for comparison
and re«)rd during the first and third week of every month, or
if no designated Inspector is accessible during any such
period, as soon as possible thereafter.

They must not regulate them, or, unless they stop
owing to failure to wind, set them themselves.

If a Standard Clock is not accessible. Standard time
must be obtained from Train Despatcher, or by comparing
fame with a Conductor, Engineer or Motorman who have
had access to a Standard Clock and registered.
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TIME TABLES.

4. Each time-table, from the moment it takes effectBupersedes the preceding time-table. A train of the n^cedmg time-table which has left its initial station, on a^sub-divB.o„ before the new time-table takes effe t! m,^tretain its tram orders and complete the run by usL tTeschedule of the train of the same number of the new ?4e!

on hat subKiivision within twelve hours after the new time^able takes effect, in which case, the train of the prLdTnttimetable loses both right and schedule at the moment thenew time-table takes effect, and thereafter m"y procwdonly by train order.
proceea

initint I'l"
"^ ^^^ preceding time-table must not leave itsimtial station on any sub-division after the hour the newtime-table takes effect.

A train of the new time-table which has not the samenumber on the preceding time-table, must not run on any

that sub-division after the new time-table takes effect.

«„„ ^,% Not more than two times are given for a train at

dfo^t^H rS'"'""
°"" ^ «'^^"' '* ^' "»'«» otherwise i„-

Sa;£;s:r *""" ^'^^ *"°' ^'^^^ -^ ^^^^ ^^--^

™>.Y ^r "'^"-T^
indicated, the time applies to theswitch where an infenor train enters the siding; where there

u. no siding it applies to the place from which fiW^S
are operated; where there is neither siding nor fUedsignals i^.pphes to the place where traffic is recdved or disch^.
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fuIl-fSr'ty;e.''"''^
^*"*'°" "" ''^'"-'^ •'^ ««-«

-

fa.^H^/'*'' ^''t
"^"^"^ ""'^ '^"^'"8 *™« »f a train are in fuU-

S« r."'" ''°'\^'' P^'"« «">«« °^ ^hen one or n o etrains are to pass it between those tin

When trains are to be passed at a sidine exten

showing numbers of trains to pass.
^

6. The following signs in the time-table indicate:

"•"—See foot-note,

"s"—Regular stop.

"f"-Flag stop to receive or discharge passengers or
freight.

V—Stop for meals.

'L"—Leave.

"A"—Arrive.
"D"—Day telegraph station.

"N"—Night telegraph station.

"T"—Telephone station.

"W—Water station.

"C"—Coaling station.
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SIGNALS.

.i™ ]' ^"""'"y^ "''"^ <lu«e8 may require them to give«gnaU> must provide themselves *ith the proper applianLkeep them in good order and ready for imme^ate£ "

,nH f ^'T u
* *^^ prescribed color must be used by dayand lamps of the prescribed color by night.

ri«. ''w^''^''*T*"" "^ *° ^* displayed from sunset to sun-
rise. When weather or other conditions obscure day signalanight signals must be used in addition

10.

Color.

VISIBLE SIGNALS.

Color SignaU.

(a) Red.
(b) Green.

(c) Yellow.

(d) Green and white,
(e) Blue.

Indication.

uses Die-

Stop.

Proceed, and for other
scribed by the rules.

Proceed with caution, and for other
uses prescribed by the rules.

Flag stop. See Rule 28.
See Rule 26.

h. r,="' ^^ ^^t "" °' "^" ^^^ ^^^"^ ''"'•n'nK "-ed must not



12.

31

Hand, FUg and Lamp Signals.

{Illustrated by diagram.)

Manner op Using.
Indication.

Stop.

Proceed.

Back.

(a) Swung across the track.
(b) Raised and lowered -rer

tically.

(c) Swung vertically in a circle
at half arm's length across
the track when the train is

standing.

(d) Swung vertically in a arclej
at arm's length across the
track when the train is

running.

\e) Swung horizontally above
the head when the train is

standing.

(f) Held at arm's length above
the head when the train is

standing.

th. *"\ ^"'^ °^^^'^ '^^"^ violenUy by any one on or nearthe track is a signal to stop.

AUDIBLE SIGNALS.
". Engine Whistle Signals.
NOTE.—The signals prescribed are illustrated hv "-"

Im "'inr"f'

"
" ^- '°"««^ sounZ ?he s'oun"dof the whwtle should be distinct, with intensity and Latbnproportionate to the distance signal is to bTconveS

Train Has parted.

Apf,ly air brakes.

Release air brakes.
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Sound

(8)0
(b)--
(c) — o o o

(d)

(e)

(f)

(k)oo

(h)ooo

(J)

(k)— o(

Indication.

Stop. Apply brakes.
Release brakes, or ready to proceedFlapnan go out <o prStect'^^Tof

Flagman return from west or southFUgman return from east or MrthWhen running, train oartpH • t« k"
^peated uS il aiS'^bj^thl

''Pvid^?o"?"^"'«°*°*erwise
When train is standing, backAnswer to 12(c) and 16(c)

^6%^'" " ™°»«°8. answer to

Call for signals.

'^
of^li^^"*;"il°' ''^ t'^'"« andoi iraina of the same or inferior

at grade and at whistle^^^
Approaching stations. TndC nrp-scnbed by Rule 31.

"^ ""*"

^IveS'onf^J^^' ^^ ^^^^nave laued on leadmg eneine anHseco^nd engine is to taLSol o1

Answer' to 14 (n); to be given bvsecond engine as soon « if »,=^
^control of lirbraki * *""

Answer to 14 (k).

A «,cce«ion of^ort so!;;;^";^^^
persons or animali on the track.
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16.

Sound.

^otnmunicating Signal,.

(a) Two.
(b) Two.
(c) Three,

'd) Three.

(e) Four.

(f) Four.

(g) Five.

(h) Five,

(i) Six.

(J) Seven.

Indication.

WTientoain is standing, start.When b.am is running, stop at once.When tram IS standing, baclc.

When train is running, reduce speed.When train .3 standing, call in flagman.

men Sn "'"""'> '""«-« «^d
heat.

'"""'"«'• '"""'^ ^t*"""

When train is running, release air
J£gl^;.o»^Bticking_bralce.

TRAIN SIGNALS.

standing to «;>* ^1^* ^.T^l'^.
'""''' '^' ^^'^ ^

iunctions. and switchTro^'^Jt Jor ti^l''^ ^'t^'^'
"' "*

i«riy set lor the approaching train.
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18, Yard engines wUl display the headUght to the
front and rear by night. When not provided with a head-
light at the rear, two white lights must be displayed Yard
engines will not display markers.

Under conditions not requiring display of markers
road engines without cars will display a white light on the
rear of tender by night.

(lauttrated by diagram.)

,
^"- 7^^ following signals will be dUplayed, one oneach side of the rear of every train as markers, to indicate

rear of train; by day green flags; by night to the front and
side green lights; by night to the rear, if the train is running
with the current of traffic, red lights; if standing, on passing
track clear of main track, green lights; if running against
the current of traffic, a green light on the inside and a red
light on the opposite side. The lights displayed to the rearmust be changed from green to red before a train fouls themain track when leaving a passing track, or returns to themam track with the current of traffic.

(.lUuatrcUed by diagram.)

Where the cupola of a caboose is provided with indi-
cators for designating the train, the proper indication must
be shown and must be removed as soon as the run is com-
pleted.

20. All sections except the last wiU display two green
flags, and in addition, two green lights by night, in the places
provided for that purpose on the front of the engine.

(lUustraied by diagram.)
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for that purpoee on the front o"t'e„V„; ' '""'''
(.IllustraUd by diagram.)

signals as prescribed by rITT! t^^',""""""""
^^"^

as prescribed by Rul« 2?and^l '

"'"''^ *'* ^'«'"^'

«nrt 9^2"'
''"'^ •* "'^''* •J'spWed where in Rules 19 20and 21 two are prescribed will indicate the same as twobut the proper display of all train signals is reSed

'

(lUustrated by diagram.) ' n <

USE OF SIGNALS.

a .i"^ atVi-i !."LP*l'«'^.L'*^Pl»y-*. or the absence of

^-edasa;t;psSj;dS:^:S^:r^r^
E

i
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28. A combined green and white signal is to be used to
stop a train only at the flag stations indicated on its schedule.
When it is necessary to stop a train at a point that is not
a flag station on its schedule, a red signal must be used.

29. When a signal (except a fixed signal) is given to stop
a train, it must, unless otherwise provided, be acknowledged
as prescribed by Rule D. 14 (g) or (h).

30. The engine bell must be rung when an engine is

about to move, and while moving about stations.

I

D—31. Signal D. 14 (1) must be sounded at least 80
rods O^mile) from every public road crossing at grade, and
the engine bell be kept ringing until the crossing is passed.

Signal D. 14 fl) must be sounded at every whistle post.

Signal D. 14 (m) must be sounded one mile from
stations, watering and fueling points, junctions, the e-A of
double track, drawbridges and railway crossings at grade.

Signal D. 14 (k) must be sounded by a train displaying
green signals for a following section, to call attention of trains
in the same direction to signals displayed, and must hear
the answer, D. 14 (o), or stop and notify them of green signals
displayed.

32. The unnecessary use of either the whistle or the
bell is prohibited. They will be used only as prescribed by
rule or statute, or to prevent accident.

33. Watchmen stationed at public road crossings must
use green signals to prevent persons and vehicles from crossing
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be used by them only when necessary to stop trains.

for speed of but s.x miles an hour, unless otherwise im,truc2rf

A Len'Z**^
°' " *"'" ^'" ^ ''""trolled acSnJS'A green flag or a green light, placed beside the track on the'same s,de as the Engineer of an approaching train at a

Ku'^^er
''' '"^ '''-'• '"''-^ *^- '"" »s^ -y

A "SLOW" sign placed beside the track on the sam««de as the Engineer of an approaching train, mayt uZto mark a point where a slow order is in effeci

I



MOVEMENT OF TRAINS BY TIME-TABLE AND
TRAIN ORDER.

Suparioritjr.

D—71. A train is superior to another train by right or
dais.

Right is conferred by train order; class by time-teble
Right is superior to class.

•*—'2. Trains of the first class are superior to those
of the second class; trains of the second class are superior
to those of the ,third class; trains of the third class are
supenor to those of the fourth class.

73. Extra trains are inferior to regular trains.

RULES FOR TRAIN MOVEMENT.

82. Time-table schedules, unless fulfiUed, are in effect
for twelve hours after their time at each station.

Regular trains twelve hours behind either their schedule,am^ng or leaving time at any station lose both right and
schedule, and can thereafter proceed only as authorized by
train order.

D—83. Trains must be registered at the register
stations designated in the time-table.

A train must not leave its initial station on any sub-
division or a junction, untU it has been ascertained whether
all superior trains due have left.

A train must not leave its initial station on any sub-
division without a Terminal Clearance, unless otherwise
directed.

At buUetin stations designated in the time-table. Con-
ductors and Engineers must read and sign for the buUetins
posted, before starting. All bulletins affecting the move-
ment of trains will be re-issued the first of each month.
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given.

A train ™u.t not .frt until the proper signal to

anotSrBctdu?oTr?Jri' U wf" " °" '"^ "^ "^

schedule. • " "'" Proceed on its own

sched^e^ftheZe^tr'^ ""^ ^"^ *-- "^ -ther

the B^^r'^cL^dirTrsrexXf•^'^'^

°'
r°*''- -tion of

numbers with the se<JS "tTZi^'E;^.
^'^"^'^ -^

and run ahead of extras.
"^ P^"^- Extras may paaa

superbTSLttJ^lhL*^" "?""* ""^ *^« ««« of a
time of a fin-tcll'^a n teiul""",'

'"* •"-' <='«" t^^
the first-class trainkduJto leavfthe n""

' '^ ^'-'^^ ''^'°-

rear where time is shown *** ''*^"°" '» the

87. Omitted.
88. "

89.

and w^ftraiSwm'^S S""" t''^^'"^'
™-'>

exchange signals while^pSScS "d"" '" '^'"°" *°

railway-crossings, drawbriH nL^n.
^.'^^'''^ junctions,

-quired to stop and on h a^g,Td^ "J^ *'-"f
-ay be

required for safety and p!;5^r^' ^""^ '° <^o whatever is

Signals when passing :n"d^earg'Sor ""^^ ^"^^''^"^^

Trainmen will not be reauirod tr, «-j
unless if !c -, -

rcMuu^a to nde on ton n' *-=;».-j-TesB !t IS necessary for safety.
n^sus

whUe^i^moS •" ' *"•"""'" °" *^« '-*- Of sud. tr«n

(Not applicable to Double TracM
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91. Unless »ome form of block signals ia used train, inthe same direction must keep at leaarfive m^^ apartexcept in closmg up at stations, but a train must noUoUow a'tram carrying passengers or operating a snow plow untiT »report .s -n^e vod of its arrival at a station a Id e^^pt hat

trI[nT ^
'°"''" *"^"*^ ™'""'- «f'- «- dep-rure of a

e ther thP^r? "T"'^'"'
•" °P*'"«"« « """w plow when

ahead i^'nTrte^11 '*
'" '° '°"°" "' *»« "-* ^'^"o"

tith the rLfn A^ "V"*"*'""'
°' *•'«" communication

TalltnltZn^trrJant ""'-''*^ ""^ *•>« -'-

t

The train order signal will be used by Ooerator. <«mamtain the intervals required by thisnile
"'^"'*°" *»

am, unless Clearance shows arrival at a station ahead.

uJLut Sin"'tL"°'
"'" "* " ^*»''°" *" "•^-^ °^

must^n'rr,:!!''
the leaving time is shown, a fin,t-class train

arn^fri^hireirgur "- "^ -^""- '-

«ched1..:?eavirtLr
'"^^ ^ ^*^"''" '" «''-- °' ^-

93. Within yards defined by yard limit hn»,-H. »u

crtSL""^^
''^ "^' k^pin/cleTofrt' anr.S!
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class trains have arrived
"veraue tirst and ;.

,
o

order, of the disaL~nl™.l"'?"'^*'''^« the train

telegraph office, ar .rtheJe
"'

rt t^h
*'* "'''' °P*"

The disabled train y^mlu^ll^^ZtZTVT":"''''-take the train orders nfThJv I! .^ ""^ schedule and
exchanged, rndwmwhi^Hl' *'"'" ^'**' ^^ich it has

the nex't o:^ tre^^ o«ice.
'
""""' *° ""'^ '^^"^ '-">

same'^^-ule'^"
°"" """' '*'^*'°"'' '""^ ^^ n^" on the

Each section has equal time-table authorityA train must not display gienals fnr » f„ii •

except as prescribed by LrD-Tfi '•! IT'"^'*'*'""'
96 n,„:ff ^ .XT

• '"th°"t train orders.^Omitted. (Not applicable to Double Track.)

orderT
'" *'"'"" ""«* "°* be run without train

othe^Sd™"' ™°"' "''* *^ '='^"* °f t^-ffi^ --less

iuncS.j=crxri:!:-:r^t^."'''V-^^^
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InnvJ^* '*!"r'^
""^""^ "* '^^'' """l drawbridges not inter-

S^kr^irr"
-^ "- ^---^ untHjV^Sr

anntw""."'^'^/**"?'" "^ ''''°^" '"'^^ °n« railway crosses

Sltr " an hou. „„tU the enti. train^^p^^^the"

When clear signals are shown where a railway crosses

i^rsr^^rhij^rftreSxS^

undercirc'^"ta"n2'rwrc;''i?trfr''*"t*"'^^

In day time, if there is no down grade
toward train within one mile of its rear
and there is a clear view of its rear of 2000
yards (40 telegraph poles) from an ap-
proaching train.

^
At other times and places, if there isno down grade toward train, within one

mile of Its rear.

If there is a down grade toward train
withm one mile of its rear.

'

600 yards,

10 telegraph

poles.

1.200 yards,

24 telegraph

poles.

1,800 yards,

36 telegraph

; poles.

from^h! !!n'";
"""* "'** «*""« '"«='' « ""fflcie ^t distance

i2«e the^l^^'"™
full protection, take up , poSwhere there wiU be an unobstructed view of him^ a»
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than 100 feet aoLt on +1: ^ """^ *•""" 200 or leas

Engineer ora„t?roaeJ„'^ J^n'loJ' T''
"''' «" »"«

poles) beyond such poeS^ TheJlfl'"^ ^^ *''*«"'P''
»uch position until ^callZr Sev^'"™""

""""* ^'"*'" '"

or wierirrroXfc^xrr '^ '""^' -* ""^^*'

or when snow plows or flaL^tl^ "^ "^"^ "«"^'»'
to the two torJ«io^° eave aTu^l*^ """"'"'f' '" '"^'l'"""

he returns fromand at su.h „T ™"^ '^ "* *»>«?««

-y be necessary ^^^,^1?t't^^ "" ''^ -*"™ -

when'i'cXt; t^S^LTsrr
°*^'=*^ '» *^^«- -'^

by the Fireman.
B'»keman. or if there bs none,

»top!ls^r!ft:Xa5^^r?''^"*^"'^'^^'--
on the rail as beforedeS fnHV ** ^^^ ^"'P'^'^'

(2 telegraph poles) nea«Trht^;o"te"^^- S"™ "" ^"'*'

red 4Tnd"forL^So^ ^isr ^°^ '^"^ «™« ^* -
weather or other cSio^XV /'*''* ^^^ """^ ^^en
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D'—101. If a train should part while in motion, Train-
men must, it possible, prevent damage to the detached
portion. The signals prescribed by Rules 12 (d) and 14 (f)

must be given.

When for any reason an engine leaves its train or a part
of its train on the main track, every precaution must be taken

< protect the train against the returning engine. Torpedoes
iiiust be placed in advance of the train, and at night, or
during stormy weather, a white light must be prominently
displayed on the forward car. The Conductor and Engineer
will be held equally responsible for this rile.

The detached portion must not be moved or passed
until the front portion comes back.

Tho Engineer and Trainmen with the front portion

must give the train-parted signal to trains running on the

opposite track. A train receiving this signal or being other-

wise notified that a train on the opposite track has parted,

must immediately reduce speed and proceed with caution

until the separated train is passed.

When a train is disabled so it may obstruct the opposite

track, trains on that track must be stopped.

102. When cars are pushed by an engine (exciept when
shifting and making up trains in yards where there are no
public highway crossings at rail level) a Flagman must take

a conspicuous position on the front of the leading car.

Whenever in any city, town or village, cars are passint;

over o.t along a highway at grade, not headed by an engine

moving forward, in the ordinary manner, a man must take

a conspicuous position on the foremost car or tender, if that

is in front, to warn persons on the hiiihway.
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.nv^yT u- "u**' °/ ""»'"" """y «' ""o^ed to occupy

!nd Th K
" *'""'^ '"' " '""«" P*"""^ 'han five minu"eJand a highway must not be obstructed by .witchinit ooera'tions for more than five minutes at a time.

Whistle posts will be placed at least 80 rods ( W mile)rom every pubhc road crossing at grade, except at pSroad crossmgs within the limits of towns or cities.

trainlo'r'th^"™^-."'
"" ^'"^"'^ respecting the movement oftrains or the condition of track or bridges must be in writing.

D.-I04. The target of a switch parallel with the main

light indicates the switch is set for a diverging track,

been^i?.'"'
'""''* ^" ''" '" "'"'*' '""''"°" ""^^ •'»^i"8

Except where Switchtendera are stationed, Conductor,are responsbUe for the position of the switches used bv themand their Trainmen. This will not relieve Trainme,.^
r«spons.b,l.ty for the proper position of switchJ uld by

Becurfd Ifl, ''^'"='?r.'"."*t ^ '»«ked and other switches

examined to know that they are in proper position.

whilJlT'"^" '^'^\ ^^^ " '""* 20 feet from the standwhile a train is closely approaching or passing over a switch
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A switch must not be left open for a following train un-
less in charge of a Switchtender or a Trainman of such train.

When a train ia standing on a passing track to be passed
by a train, the Engineer and Fireman must see that switches
at the front of their train are in proper position.

Trainmen of a train occupying the main track at a
passing point, will, when practicable, open the switch for the
expected train and protect the switch until relieved by a
Switchtender or a Trainman of the other train.

Derails on side tracks must be set and secured to protect
the main track.

If a switch has been run through, it must be protected,
the Section Foreman notified and the fact reported to the
proper authority by telegraph, immediately.

105. Trains will run under the direction of their
Conductors, unless such directions conflict with these rules,
or involve any danger, in which case, all persons participating
will be held responsible.

When a train is run without a Conductor, the Engineer
will perform the duties of the Conductor.

Both Conductors and Engineers are responsible for the
safety of their trains, and, under conditions not provided for
by the rules, must take every precaution for their protection.

Immediate precaution must be taken to protect all
trains against any obstruction or defect in the track.
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IM. In aUcaaes of doubt or uncertainty the safe course
must be tcken, and no risks run.

107. Conductors and Brakemen must know that the
cars m their trains are in good order before starting, and
inspect them whenever they have an opportunity to do so,
particularly when entering or leaving sidings or waiting for
other trains. All cars taken in their train at intermediate
stations must be examined with extra care.

108. A train must not be detached while in motion.
When necessary to make running switches the train must
first be stopped.

109. When stopping to take water, freight trains of
more than fifteen cars, must stop not less than fifty feet
before reaching the water tank or stand-pipe and the engine
must be cut off before water is taken. The brakes must not
be released on the train until the engine is again coupled on
and ready to proceed.

D.—151.

wise provided.

Traina must keep to the right unless other-

D.—152. When a train crosses over to, or obstructs
the other track, unless otherwise provided, it must first be
protected as prescribed by Rule 99, in both directions on
that track.

D.—153. Train" must use caution in passing a train
receiving or discharging passengers at a station, and must
not pass between it and the platform at which the passengers
are being received or discharged.



RULES FOR USE OF TRAIN ORDERS.

201. For movements not provided for by time-table,
tram orders wdl be issued by authority and over the sie-
nature of the Superintendent or Trainmaster. They must
conta,

1 neither information nor instructions not essential to
such movements.

They must be brief and clear; in the prescribed forms
when apphcable; and without erasure, alteration or inter-
lineation.

The different forms of train orders may be combined in
one, provided there is no movement in such combination
which does not directly affect the train first named in the
order.

202. Each train order must be given in the same words
to all persons or trains addressed.

203. Train orders will be numbered consecutively each
day, beginning with No. One at midnight.

204. Train orders must be addressed to those who are
to execute or observe them, naming the place at which each
IS to receive his copy.

Train orders addressed to trains must be regarded as
addressed to Conductors, Engineers and Pilots. A copy for
each person addressed must be supplied by the Operator,
iram orders addressed to Operators, restricting the move-
ment of trains, must be respected by Conductore and
engineers, the same as if addressed to them.
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Conductora and Engineers must require Brakemen and
Firemen to know the contents of all train orders.

205. Each train order must be written in full in a book
or on a printed form provided for the purpose at the office of
the Train Despatcher, and with it recorded the names of
those who have signed for the order; the time and the
signals which show when and from what offices the order was
repeated and the responses transmitted; and the Train
Despatcher's initials. These records must be made at once,
and never from memory or memoranda.

206. Regular trains will be designated in train orders
by their numbers and the numbers of their engines: as "No.
10 Eng. 715," or "second No. 10, Eng. 725." If the number
of the engine cannot be ascertained, the word "Unknown"
will be used; as "No. 10, Eng. Unknown." Extra trains will

be designated by engine numbers and direction, as "Extra
795 East." Other numbers and time will be stated in
words followed by the figures.

207. To transmit a train order, the signal "31" or the
signal "19" followed by the direction must be given to each
office addressed, the number of copies being stated, if more
or less than three—thus, "31 West copy 5," or "19 East
copy 2."

D.—208. A train order to be sent to two or more offices

must be transmitted simultaneously to as many of them as
practicable. The several addresses must be in the order of

r.uperiority of trains, each office taking its proper address.
When not sent simultaneously to all, the order must be sent
first to the superior train.
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where they are toVeL'Z No^""'^,'^'''»""-">
^ffectin. the train at ^''^.,, 2Zt^S,T.

order should obser^eThether th^ ^r**°'
'''^'^"'^ ^''^uuwrve "vnether the others repeat correctly

tTeworS^'rn? ^l^Perator will write on each ^p^
«nH Ti-

^°™P'«t«> the time, and his last name in full

Jineet Th.'
'^''\"' '^"^^ '""^^ "'^'^--l- "-i"S

h m r^' ^f "^^^ '°' ^""^^ E"P°"^' «"^t be delivered toh.m personally by the Conductor, who will r -.u.re he order

L'coTdtS^cir"'''^"' ""-^ ""--' '^"•^-

On-r^l'' ^*'" * "^^" *™'" "^"l" has been *.-,-, emittedOperators must (unless otherwise di«cted) repeat it ^Ice
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order should ob^^e^W^h« ^'*™*°' ""*'^"« »*^«

When the order haTwr-.^ .1
°'^^" "P*"* correctly,

therespor^^XS^'^i^dlJeT''^'^''^*''*^'""'"''
the Superintendent or T..-»/ ""*' '*"'' *•>« «'««ls of

Train Despalcher ThI oL^r*"' 1" "* «*"^" ''^ t»^«

will then /rite on eac^c pXto^d'-Co™"^ !'^.^""-
and his last name in fnii L7 Complete," the time,

each pe«on adT4^d tithout'lT""".''-
'''""^^ * ''"^^ **>

when deliverv to F^^' n
*"'""«' *"^ signature. But

immedlatevXiX ofhTor" T^""' °'^™*°' f^"'" th«

delive^d by tTe Conductor
"• *' '="'^"*^''^ '^^^ -" »>«

the time. ^ °° ** ""^^^ •>« '"itWs and

re'^th::! fit^^rpTrioT^^
''^ °'^'''*- -•>'>

order must be treated «, . T^I. ^ '^*° «'^^"' **«

rd
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If the line fail before an office has repeated an order or

has sent the "X" response, the order at that office is of no
effect and must be there treated as if it had not been sent.

215. The Operator who receives and delivers a train

order must preserve the lowest copy.

216. For train orders delivered by the Train Des-

patcher, the requirements as to the record and delivery are

the same as at other offices.

217. A train order to be delivered to a train at a point

not a telegraph station, or at one at which the telegraph

office is closed, must be addressed to
"

at

care of ," and forwarded and delivered by the

Conductor or other person in .whose care it is addressed.

When form "31" is used, "Complete" will be given upon the

signature of the person by whom the order is to be delivered,

who must be supplied with copies for the Conductor and
Engineer addressed, and a copy upon which he shall take

their signatures. This copy he must deliver to the first

Operator accessible, who mu!<t preserve it, and at once

transmit the signatures of t;^e Conductor and Engineer to

the Train Despatcher.

Orders so delivered must be acted on as if "Complete"
had b^n given in the usual way.

When Form "31" is sent, in the manner herein provided,

to a train, the superiority of which is thereby restricted,

"Complete" must not be give'i to an inferior train until the

signatures of the Conductor and Engineer of the superior
j

train have been sent to the Superintendent or Trainmaster.
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. ., J
*!*' ^u*" ' *"'" " "™*<^ *•> » train order by itsschedule number alone, all .ectiom, of that schedule «^ ineluded, and each must hav. copies delivered to it. Partic-ular section, must be Bpecified when it is known the schedule

IS, or is to be, m sections.

r«~..V!' ™r °^T^ ^'^''^' «n Operator must not

S,, k''*
*^* ^1 '^'^"^ *° " t™" °'d« 'or a trainwhich has been cleared or of which the engine has passed his

tram^^rder sienal until he has obtained thesignatures of theConductor and Engineer to the order.

fnifl.fiJ*'

'^'*'" "'d^" o"** in effect continue so uni.l
fulfilled, superseded or annulled. Any part of an order

orannull^"
P^rti'^"!" movement may be either superseded

reI„H?lfr
'*'''* ^^; °' ^""^ '°'"' '"' ""y P«t of an order

loH K i°'\ 'T.'"""
*''" ''*"""« ^°'<i ''hen such train

loses both nght and schedule as prescribed by Rules 4 and
82, or 18 annulled.

tr«„J!?'"li^'''?'^'"^"'
"^ E"P"«e"' "Change off, they must

transfer all orders affecting their trains. Each must know

oth!, »nrl?- "^f"*"^"
^"^ """""^^y understood by the

other, and obtain his written receipt therefor. Before eitherteam
PJJ»ceed8, the Engineer must read his orders to the

„ffl u- u ^ "*"^' "*"* ''^ "^<1 «t each train order

H^^"^' J "" '"'^'""^ "^^ top" when trains are to bestopped for tram orders. When there are no orders, the
signal must indicate "Procee ,

' except as provided in Ru.e
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When an Operator receives the signal "31" or "19''

followed by the direction, he must immediately display the

"Stop" signal for the direction indicated and then reply

"Stop displayed," adding the direction; and until the orders

have been delivered or annulled, the signal must not be

restored to "Proceed," except by train order.

A train stopped by a train order signal must not proceed

without a Clearance Card Form "A" or a Caution Card
Form "C" although train orders may have been received.

Operators must have the proper appliances for hand
signalling ready for immediate use if the fixed signal should

fail to work properly. If a signal is not displayed at a night

office, trains which have not been notified must stop and
ascertain the cause and report the facts to the Super-

intendent from the next open telegraph office.

222. Operators will promptly record and report to the

Train Despatcher the time of arrival and departure of all

drains.

used.

223. The following signs and abbreviations may be

Initials for signature of the Superintendent or Train

Master.

Such office and other signals as are arranged by th:

Superintendent.

X—Train will be held until order is complete.

Com.—for Complete.

O.S.—Train Report.

No —for Number.
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Eng.—for Engine.

Psgr.—for Passenger.

Frt.—for Freight.

Mins.—for Minutes.
Jet.—for Junction.

Despr.—for Despatcher.
Opr.—for Operator.

Cy.—for Copy.
S. D.—for "Stop Displayed."
B. C—for Block Clear.

9—To clear the line for train orders and for Operators to
ask for train orders.

The usual abbreviations for the names of the months
and stations.
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^
III

FORMS OF TRAIN ORDERS.
Form A.—Fixing Meeting Points for Opposing Trains.

Omitted (Not applicable to Double Track.)

Form B—Directing a Train to pass or run ahead of
another train.

(1)..

(2)..

(3)..

(4)..

(5)..

of..

..pass at

pass when overtaken.

.run ahead of to

.run ahead of until overtaken.

at and run ahead
..to,.

When an inferior train receives an order to pass a
superior train, right is conferred to run ahead of the train

passed from the designated point.

EXAMPLES.

(1) No. 1 pass No. 3, At K.

When under this exampt ,;, a train is to pass another, both
trains will run according to rule to the designated station

and there arrange for the rear train to pass promptly.

(2) No. 6 pass No. 4 when overtaken.

Under this example, both trains will run according to
rule until the second named train is overtaken, and then
arrange for the rear train to pass promptly.

(3) Extra 594 East run ahead of No. 6, M to B.

Under this example, the second named train will run
with such caution as will prevent accident with the first

named train.

(4) Extra 9.5 west run ahead of No. 3, from R,
overtaken.

nntij
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Under this example, the first named train will run
ahead of tlir second named train from the designated station
until overtaken, and then arrange for the rear train to pass
promptly.

(5) No. 1 pass No. 3 at K, and run ahead of No. 7M to Z.

Form C.

(Omitted.—Not applicable to Double Track.)

-Time Orders.

.run..

..run..

..late..

..late.

..to..

..to.. and

D-Form E.-

(1)

(2)

late to etc.

(3) Omitted—(Not applicable to Double Track.)
(4) wait at until M.

until M.
until M.

This form may be used in connection with an extra
train created by example (3) of Form G, and the times at
each station stated in that example have the same meaning
as schedule times in the following examples.

EXAMPLES.

(1) No. 1 run twenty 20 mins. late A to G.
(2) No. 1 run twenty 20 mins. late A to G, and fifteen

15 mins. late G to K, etc.

Examples (1) and (2) make the schedule time of the
train named between the stations mentioned, as much later
as stated in the order, and any other train receiving the
order is rpnui»*e'^ t" ^"^ vi+h ^oa^^"*- *- +v'- ^-i^-^ -•

before required to run with respect to the time-table schedule
time. The t.me in the order should be such as can be easily
added to the schedule time.
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(4) No8. 1 and 3 wait at:

N until ten 10.00 A.M.
P until ten-thirty 10.30 A.M.
R until ten-fifty-flve 10.55 A.M., etc.

„„* .^"'^!u
*^'* .^'^araPle the train (or trains) named muo'not pa« the designated stations before the timesSn

»«J!.l^^' il"'"^
'^'"^'"«^ ^^^ °'^^' ^'« required to run withrespect to the time specified at the designated station^ orany intermediat. station where schedule tUels eaSThan

r«nl"r?T'^1.'"
""^^ °'^''' ^ ''^fo'^ re'Jui^ed to un withrespect to the schedule time of the train (or traim,^ named

D-Form F.—For Section..

^^^ display signals and run as
to

(2) run as to

^l^
display signals toW is withdrawn as at

^''^ instead of display signals and

for.

(8)..

(9)..

..to..

run

nd

to.

take down signals at

reverse position as and

.nd ^r?
"*"""" "^"""^^ ^y **>« °"^«' '""«* have copiesand must arrange green signals accordingly.

di«nlJv«r"'''
^ T^?""

^""^ ^^"^ ^'^^ «8nal8 have beenS f^n °r ^ '*'^°"' " *"y P"* thereof, when no trai^
IS to foUow the green signals. Form K must be used. '
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EXAMPLES.

A to?
^'^- '" '^"'"^ ^«"^'« «""» '"" -« fi"t No. 1,

order e.iamples.
example (2), both being single

(2) Eng. 25 run as second No. 1, A to Z

signal'
*'" ''"""'"^' ^"«*»« 25 will not display green

No. Sispt sigSsrE'^?„g"?e'^----—

^

di.p.S'SLn S.'"'''"
"^'"^ '^ ^"^ -^- ««> -"' -t

These examples may be modified as follows:

No. i\tt •

'' ""' '' ™'' " '^*' -=-d -d third.

signau"'"
*" ''""'"* ™«'"« »^ -«• -t dMay green

For changing sections.

tion o?e:^iT:?r.::rr" ^'^^ ^°"°^- ™-«-

Nto? lJ{J^^^^^^r^'^<'^''^^'^r^<^ second No 1

TIndJr.^
^"^ '','**°"^ *=''^"8« ""«bers accordinglyUnder this example, engine 85 will display green 2nlls

^i::i:JiT'
"•-'^ '"""^-^-«- w^rtr^her:

wiil Je°utd:
" '"'^^^-^-^^ -<=«»". the following example

(6) Eng. 85 is withdrawn as second No 1 at HFollou^ng sections change numbers accordingly
Under this example, engine 85 will drop out at H nnHfoUowing sections wii. ta^e the next lower number
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To substitute one engine for another on a section, the

following will be used:

(7) Eng. 18 instead of Eng. 85 dbplay signals and run
as second No. 1, R to Z.

Under this example Engine 85 will drop out at R, arrd

Engine 18 will run as directed. Following sections need not

be addressed.

If engine 85 is last section, the words "display signals

and" will be omitted.

To discontinue the display of green signals, the following

exampla will be used:

(8) Second No. 1 take down signals at D.
Under this eieample, 2nd No. 1 will take down green

signals as directed and a following section must not proceed

beyond the station named.

Form G.—Extra Trains.

(1) Eng run extra to

(2) Eng run extra to and
return to

(G) Eng run extra leaving on

as follows, with right over all trains:

Leave M.
M.
M.

Arrive M.

EXAMPLES.
(1) Eng. 99 run extra A to F.

(2) fing. 99 run extra A to F and return to C.

Under (2), the extra must go to F before returning to C.

(3) Eng. 77 run extra leaving A on Thursday, Feb.

17th, as follows, with right over all trains:

Leave A eleven-thirty, 11.30 P.M.
C twelve-twenty-Sve 12.25 A.M.
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E one-forty-seven 1.47 A.M.
Arrive F twi>-twenty-two 2.22 A M

of th^itrT^HT/ "* ^^"''* by specifying the c'.aracter

«hnlf '"''t,""''
^.''^ particular trains over which the extra

hall or shall not have rights. Trains over which the ex ra

miiu^.^"'*"
" """ "'" ^^^ *™" "' *^' ^=^t^a five

D-Form H—Work Extra.

to
^^^ ^" M >;•;

'"'* °° *'*<=^ M"" M between and....

practlabt'"*""
"""* ""^^ ""^ *° "" *'-'"««« Promptly as

mn.fT''^"^''^''
*''*"' ^'^'"^ "^ "" °v" ^"king limits, theymust be given a copy of the order sent to the work extra

tr.ffi^''^" '\u
^"^""^ *" ""'^* " ^"^ ^Kainst the current of

traffic over the working limits, provision must be made forthe protection of such movement.

to be?h«r'J''"^i''"'*'
'•"'"''' ^ ^ '^°'' ^ practicable,to be changed as the progress of the work may require.

Conductors of work extras must report each evening

tL^^^'''''^-l°
*^'''''" Despatcher. the time when their

forX fiSgX!^ ''' '^'^^ -'^ ''^^ -^^^ '""'-

EXAMPLES.

sev^i^T A M*;^^^T^ ??
«"«t*'°"nd track (or both tracks)seven 7 A.M. to six 6 P.M., between D and E.

Under this example the work extra must, whether

alain7„T
"°"'"^'

^'"^f^^
'^^' ^'t*^'" *« *"rkmg limits.

(„,T rf^ ™°7'"^ '^**' *^* ™'™''* °f traffic on tracktor tracks) named, as prescribed by rule. The time of regu-
lar trains must be cleared.
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This may be modified by adding:

(3) Not protecting against extras.

Under this example, protection against extras U not
required. The time of regular trains must be cleared.

To enable a work extra to work upon the time of a
regular train, the following form will be used:

(5) Work extra 292 protects against No. 55 (or
class trains) between D and E.

Under this example, the work extra may work upon
the time of the train (or trains) mentioned in the order, and
must protect itself against such train (or trains) as prescribed
by rule. The regular train (or trains) receiving the order
will run expecting to find the work extra protecting itself.

When a work extra is to be given exclusive right over
all trains, the following form will be used:

(6) Work extra has right over all trains on
tirack between and M to M.

EXAMPLE.

(6) Work extra 292 has right over all trains on east-
bound (and westbound) track, between D and E seven 7
P.M. to twelve 12 night.

This gives the work extra the exclusive right to the
track (or tracks) mentioned between the points designated
between the times named.

Form J.—Holding Order.

Hold.

This form x/ill be used only when necessary to hold
trains until orders can be given, or in case of emergency.
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These orders will be addresaoH tn tv,^ r>

Conductors and Engineers of all trains affected

EXAMPLES.

Hold No. 2.

Hold all (or eastbound) trains

may go."

Form K.—Annulling a Schedule or a Section.

(1)..

(2).,
,.to

is annulled

"' is annulled
due to leave

to

th» n!!!!,?'''^'^"'f
°' '*"'"°" annulled becomes void betwro„the points named and cannot be restored.

EXAMPLES.

m ^°' "T^r °^ ^^^- ^^^^ ^ «»n""«d A to Z.
2) Second No. five 5 due to leave A Feb 9th i.annulled E to G. '" "

Form L.—Annulling an Order.
Order No. • „ ,

i„ , : : IS annulled.

EXAMPLE.

Order No. ten 10 is annulled.
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W an order which is to be annuUed has not bi^n de-.vered to a train, the annulling order will be addr«^d ttthe Operator, who will destroy all conies nf fh« j
annulled, buthi,own,andwriteon that

" °'^''

Annulled by Order No.

D-Form M.-Annulling P.rt of .n Ord.r.

That part of Order No reading
is annulled.

reaamg

EXAMPLES.

Passro^l a1 s:tant.S '' ''"'""^ ^''^ ^«^ ^^

D-Form P.-Super«Klinj an Ord.r or P.rt of a„ Order

the ^S^°t;r^ ''^^"•^.^'li"^ *° "-•^"^'^ '--.

'ill---. J"^ at instead of
2 Omitted (Not applicable to Double Track.)

'•'^> display signals for »„
instead of

re-isst"du'ndIrT.'""'-'?'',^^"
'"P*'^'^^ ">"«* "Ot bere^Bsued under its original number and the original ordermust not be superseded more than once.

H.1!
^ '"P;ni*'""'^ °'^" '"""* "°* be delivered prior to thedelivery of the order which is superseded.

EXAMPLES.

(1) No. 1 pass No. 3 at C instead of B
{2, Omitted. (Not applicable to Double Track.)
(3) No. 1 display sigmUs for Eng. 85.A to Z instead of G.
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D-Form R.-Providl„g for . Movement A,.In.t th.
Current of Traffic.

track.

A

•has right over opposing trains on
...to

train
t^ffi .-. .u""^*

"°* ^ """^^^ "gainst the current of

rpSgiLir °"^^''='''''^*°-''- •-" ^'-'i

EXAMPLE.

eastbou„du;ai;" to F.°^"
"^""'"^ ''^™ °" ^°- ' <-

fr..^''^\^^j^.°"^^'
*^^ designated train must use thetrack specified between the stations named, and haTriehtover opposing trains on that track between thoresfatSOpposmg trams must not leave the station last named untithe designated train arrives.

with^th
'"^^"'""

^"i"
^^^^ ^^^ ***"°"« "«'"ed moving^th the current of traffic in the same direction as hed^ignated tram must receive a copy of the order, an^maythen proceed on its schedule, or right.

This order may be modified as follows:

.n,,J?^ i^^""
^"'''^^ ^* has right overopposing trains on track to

EXAMPLE.

After No. 4 arrives at C. No. 1 has right over oobosinc-trams on No. 2 (or eastbound) tracl., C to F.

Under (2), the train to be moved against the currentof traffic must not leave the first named stetLnuntiKhe
MTival of the first named train.
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''''"""'

^•z:'^i" '" *•" "- «" • s^t.„„ orUouble Track a* Single Track.

..and

track will be used as single track between

(Adding, if desired) jj. to.. ..M.

track'^r^^r^^be^et^ft rTVl*'^'"^ °" ^''^

the ti.e na^ed. o^,:^:^l'^^^Xy'Z:'''''
"'

EXAMPLE.

betw2°„-p iT'""'^ '"'''' ""' "« "^ - «"«'« ^-ck

(Adding, if desired,) one 1 P.M. to three 3 P.M.

Form T.-Li„e Clear Order.

Omitted. (Not applicable to Double Track.)

Form U.-Protectio„ Against Following Train..

i^J^J^'^rij^^

(exc5 °''
)u;til"'"

"" '"'"^ '°"°^"«
;unni arrives at
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copies to all trains affected anH^?''
*•"* °^'''^'' ^"1 deliver

tested, right to occupy thp
^'^'^ ^''^ "•^" *» be pr^

P-tection. until .roKrfSed!"' ^''"''' ^^ «i

EXAMPLES.

arrives at F. "^ "*" N°- 4 (or extra 306 east)

(1) Do not exceed -i

(2) Run... •„.,:,
""les per hour to™les per hour

to

EXAMPLES.

W Do not exceed six
6 niile, per hour. A to B.

This order will Ha #i

unsafe for usual speed.
"^^'^ '"*'" *«<=k fa reported

(2^ Runforty40n,i,esperhour,AtoB.

speeiStf^'iToIt:^-^ '^" -* -" - the .peed
G
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MOVEMENT OF TRAINS BY FIXED SIGNALS.

(Applicable to track designated in the time-table.)

Superiority.

S—71 . On portions of the road so specrf.ed in the time-
table, trains will run with the current of traffic by signals
whose ir.dications will supersede time-table superiority.

The movement of trains will be supervised by the Train
Despatcher, who will issue instructions to Signalmen when
required.

RULES FOR TRAIN MOVEMENT.

82. Omitted. (Not applicable.)

S—83. Trains must be registered at the register
stations designated in the time-table.

A train must not leave its initial station on any sub-
division, until permission or signal is received from the
Signalman. This permission must not be given without
authority from the Train Despatcher.

Regular trains will be cleared without such authority
when communication with the Train Despatcher is inter-
rupted.

At Bulletin Stations designated in the time-table, Con-
ductors and Engineers must read and sign for the bulletins
posted before starting. All bulletins affecting the move-
ment of trains will be re-issued the first of each month.

84. A train must not start until the proper signal ii

given.

85. Omitted. (Not applicable.)
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S—86. When permission or signal to proceed has beeii
given, a train may proceed until instructed by signal or
message to take passing track.

Such instructions will, when practicable, be given at a
preceding station. Operators will display signal and deliver
the message in the same manner as prescribed for the
delivery of "19" train orders.

When instructed to take passing track a train must
do so with the least possible delay. The Conductor will
report to the Signalman as soon as his train is clear of main
track, and he must not allow his train to proceed until
permission or signal has been given by the Signalman. The
Signalman must get authority from the Train Despatcher
before allowing a train to proceed after taking passing track.
Where telephones are provided, the Conductor may use them
in communicating with the Signalman.

Where a signal controlled by the Signalman is placed
at the exit of a passing track, no train may leave the passing
track until the signal indicates proceed, except on written
authority of the Signalman.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

Omitted.

Omitted.

Omitted.

Omitted.

Omitted.

(Not applicable.)

(Not applicable.)

(Not applicable.)

(Not applicable.)

(Not applicable.)

^—92. A train must not arrive at a station in advance
of its schedule arriving time.

A train must not leave a station in advance of its schedule
leaving time.
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the ^f;, T*""'" ^u"*^'
^^^""^ ^y y"'^ «""* boards.

tlT^ 1 •

"""^ ''" "'"•^' ^''^P'"^ «='«" of first andsecond class trains.

The main track must not be so used within yard limits
unt.l >t IS known that all sections of overdue first and second
class trams have arrived.

All trains except first and second-class trains must
unless otherwise directed, approach and pass through yardHmits prepared to stop, unless the main track is seen orknown to be clear.

f J^Ty'l^^.T'* ^^ ""*'''"'' *° ^^^ y"d limit boards
tL. be kept lighted ffom sunset to sunrise.

rt;,=.wj1t" A *'"" "^^'"^ overtakes another train sodisabled that it cannot proceed, may pass it, if practicable
proceed to the next open telegraph office, and there report
to the Tram Despatcher.

95. Omitted. (Not applicable.)

96. Omitted. (Not applicable.)

S—97. Work extras must move with the current of
traffic unless otherwise directed.

Conductors of work extras must report each evening by
telegraph, to the Train Despatcher the time when their

SM^iS. ''' ''''''• ^""^ ''''' --'^'"« '-^ ^-

Any train having work to do or is liable to be delayedby any cause, will report ^o the Train Despatcher and will
not occupy the main track on the time of first-class trains
without orders.

is. Trains must approach the end of a double track
junctions, interlocked railway crossings at prade, and inter-
locked drawbridges, prepared to stop, unless the switches
and signals are right, and the track is clear
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Innti*
'"":^«y""^'"KS "It srade and drawbridges, not inter

When clear signals are shown where one railway crosses

rets to' tSt '''^ "^ ''^''''''' traiJ™t^reduced to thirty-five miles an hour and freight trains to

When clear signals are shown where a railway crosses

to Stv f '""'r'" °J
'^'''''' *-- must be^educed

to fiZ
"^ r ""'? ^" ^°"' ^"^ *« «P^d °f freight trains

SrawWdg" " '"" """' *'^ ^""^^ *^^'" ^- P-«d"he

nnHJ*:
^^!" ^ *'"^'" '*°P' °'" '^ '^^'''yed on the main track

trl rT'""'"' '" ^""'"^
'' '"^y •'^ o^^^t^ken by anothertram the Flagman must go back immediately with ston

sirrttit;
"^"-^ '- *^« -'" -*-- s

In day time, if there is no down grade '

toward tram within one mile of its rear, and
there is a clear view of its rear of 2000 yards
(40 telegraph poles) from an approaching
tram. *

500 yards,

10 telegraph

poles.

At other times and places, if there is no j 1 ,200 yardsdown^ade toward train, within one mile of \ 2i telegrS

If there is a down grade toward train, 1 1,800 yardswithm one mile of its rear. 36 teW
J poles,

tmJ!i^ !l^^f"
"*"*' "^*^'" «°'"S ^^"^ « ^uffi^ent distancefrom the train o insure full protection, take up a posit^^where there will be an unobstructed view of L fr7mZ
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approaching train of, if possible, 500 yards (10 telegraph
poles), first placing two torpedoes not more than 200 or less
than 100 feet apart on the rail on the same side as the
Engineer of an approaching train, 100 yards (2 telegraph
poles) beyond such position. The Flagman must remain in
auch position until recalled or relieved.

If recalled before another train arrives he must at night,
or when weather or other conditions obscure day signals,
or when snow plows or flangers may be running, in addition
to the two torpedoes, leave a fusee burning red at the point
he returns from and at such other points on his return as may
be necessary to insure full protection.

The front of a train must be protected in the same
way when necessary by the front Brakeman, or if there be
none, by the Fireman.

Flagman must always on the approach of a train display
stop signals, and if not already done, place two torpedoes
on the rail as before described, and then return 100 yards
(2 telegraph poles) nearer the protected point.

Flagmen must each be equipped for day time with a
red flag and four torpedoes, and for night time and when
weather or other conditions obscure day signals, with a red
light, a white light and four torpedoes, three red fusees,
and a supply of matches.

A train should not stop between stations at a place
where the view from following trains is obstructed.

100. When the Flagman goes out to protect the train,
his place will be filled by the person designated by the
Conductor.
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101. If a train should part while in motion, Trainmen
must, If possible, prevent damage to the detached portions.
The signals prescribed by Rules 12 (d) and 14 (f) must be
given.

When for any reason an engine leaves its train or a
part of Its train on the main track every precaution must
be taken to protect the train against the returning engine
Torpedoes must be placed in advance of the train, and at
night, or during stormy weather, a white light must be
prominently displayed on the forward car. The Conductor
.ind Engineer will be held equally responsible for this rule.

The detached portion must not be moved or passed
until the front portion comes back.

The Engineer and Trainmen with the front portion
must give the train-parted signal to trains running on the
opposite track. A train receiving this signal, or being other-
wise notified that a train on the opposite track has parted
must immediately reduce speed and proceed with caution
until the separated train is passed.

When a train is disabled so it may obstruct the opposite
track, trains on that track must be stopped.

102. When cars are pushed by an engine (except when
shifting and making up trains in yards where there are no
public highway crossings at rail level) a Flagman must take
a conspicuous place on the front of the leading ear.

Whenever in any city, town or village, cars are passing
over or along a highway at grade not headed by an engine
moving forward in the ordinary manner, a man must take
a conspicuous position on the foremost car or tender, if that
is in front, to warn persona on the highwav.
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.„v }!yT u- I
"" *" *"^"* """y '^ ''"'"'e<l to occupyany part of a highway for a longer period than five minutesand a highway must not be obstructed by switching opera-tions for more than five minutes at a time.

Whistle posts will be placed at least 80 rods (H mfle)rom every publ o road crossing at grade, except at publicroad crossmg-s within the limits of towns or citi^.

tr.in!?".^^**'^?*'
°' °'''*" respecting the movement oftrams or the condition of track or bridges, must be in writing'

trarlf
^'°^'

'^''Vf
^^* "^ ^ '^'** P"""®' '^ith the maintrack or a green light, indicates the switch ia set for themam track The target at right angles to the ma^n"kor a red light, indicates the switch is set for a diveSg trackSwjches must be left in proper position after havXn

Except where switchtenders are stationed. Conductors

TdT^^T '^'°' *'^ ''°^'*^°" °' *•>« «-**<=»>- -ed by ttmand their Trainmen. This will not relieve Trainmen of

ST^"'^ '" *^ "•°'"-- ^•»'*'°- °^ ^^^^ "^ by

seeur^H^'" x^^
switches must be locked and other switches

secured. Al >r a switch is turned, the points must beexamined to. know that they are in proper posilr

whil-fT'"^*" T"'^
^^^^ ''^ '^^* 20 feet from the standwhile a train is closely approaching or passing over a switch.

A swit -h must not be left open for a following train un-less in charge of . Switchtender or a Trainman of such t«ir
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for by thel^liTw ; v '
'""'^'"""^ "°* P'°^ided

protection
*^''' ^''^'^ precaution for their

Immediate precaution must be takpn f« * ^ „
trains against a"" ob<;taTP«^

oe taken to protect allK iHL a..^ o&struction or defect in the track.
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107. Conductors and Brakemen must know that the
cars in their trains are in good order before starting, and
inspect them whenever they have an opportunity to do so
particularly when entering or leaving sidings, or waiting for
other trains. All cars taken in their trains at intermediate
stations must be examined with extra care.

108. A train must not be detached while in motion
When necessary to make running switches the train roust
first be stopped.

109. When stopping to take water, freight trains of
more than fifteen cars must stop :.ot less than fifty feet
before reaching the water tank or stand-pipe and the engine
must be cut off before water is taken. The brakes must not
be released on the train until the engine is again coupled on
and ready to proceed.

S—151. Trains must keep to the right unless other-
wise provided.

S—152. When a train crosses over to, or obstructs the
other track, unless otherwise provided, it must first be pro-
tected as prescribed by Rule 99 in both directions on that
track.

S 153. Trains must use caution in passing a train
receiving or discharging passengers at a station and must
not pass between it and the platform at which the passengerr
are being received or discharged.
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FIXED SIGNALS.

Oafinitions.

SEMAPHORE.—A device consisting o. . movable am
supported on a pole. The signal indications are given by
the position of the arm. At night an additional indication
18 given by lights of prescribed colors, corresponding to
the positions of the arm. The arm is displays to the
right of the pole as seen from trains approaching in the
direction in which it governs.

BLADE.—That part of a semaphore arm which, by its
position, gives the signal indications.

ARM CASTING.-Tiiat part of a semaphore arm
which by its position determines the color of the light which
gives the additional night indications.

DISC SIGNAL.—A device consisting of a disc so
supported that it may be displayed to view or withdrawn.
The indications are given by the position of the disc. At
night, an additional indication is given by lights of presciibed
color, corresponding to the positions of the disc.

POLE.—The upright to which a signal is directly
attached.

BRACKET POST.—An arrangement of main post with
crossbeam upon which two or more poles are supported.

TARGET SIGNAL. ^A disc supported in such a way
that it may stand either parallel with or at right angles to
a track on which it governs movements. The indications
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RULES.

bridges, junctions 0- tr«ir'nJ ^ ^^ "°'''"8^' '^'•«''-

S^ffi'r '*"' "^"^'' ""'^ *"« '«« -ported to thP

not be clearl^^^tihtrtre^.*'*
^'^'" '"'^'•^''''""^ -"
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n.l-.on.™. Order N„. uj-,. d.ted jjy JT^h ,tu
^""^ '"""•

AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS.

Definition, «nd Indication..

BLOCK SIGNAT a b j •

of a block. * "''^'^ «'KnaI controlliriK the use

HOMK BLOCK SIGNAI a « ..

-ranee or a b.oek to eo„.o, ^insVirU; tt

a red light is displayed ^^ ''°"*'°" *' "'eht.

Wheni„th.po3itio^---^-a..,^
DISTANT BLOCK SIGNAL Afi . •

connection with a Home Block ^^
^^""^ "«"^' "««<! '"

approach thereto.
''' ^'^"^' t° regulate the

or a""dirdTsXrindiS ' '^T ^^-^ ^^ta-
at next signal" When nM '"°"'^' "'"^'^'"^ 'o stop
'ight is displayed.

'"' P°''"°" «' "^Kht, a yellow

A semaphore arm 60 degrees helnw „- qo h-thu honzoiital, or a disc n,if»,j
-
-w n. yy di-^rees above

When in this position at „tht 7"' '"'','''*'^ "P""^«^'^'n at night, a green light is displayed
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INDICATOR.—A device (usualJy employed in con-
nection with a switch) used to show the position of a signal
to which it refers. A miniature arm or disc is displayed
which assumes the stop position when the home signai
protecting the block is in the stop position or a train is closely
approaching it. At main track crossovers, the indicators
at the switch in each track relate to the signal protecting
the block on the other track.

AUTOMATIC BLOCK SYSTEM.-A series of con-
secutive blocks in which the signals are operated by electric
pneumaticorotheragency.actuatedby a train, or by certain
conditions affecting the use of the block.

RULES.

502. Block signals control the use of the blocks, but
do not affect the movements of trains under the time-table
or train rules, nor dispense with the use or the observance
of other signals whenever or wherever they may be required
The protection afforded by the automatic signaU does not
relieve trainmen from protecting their trains as required
by Rule 99.

503. Block signals apply only to trains running in the
established direction.

504. When a train finds a distant signal indicating
caution. It must proceed under such control as to be able to
stop before reaching the home signal. When a train finds ahome signal indicating stop, it must stop before reaching the
signal, and not more than 200 feet from it. It may then
proceed at once with caution, prepared to find the track
occupied, a car foul, a switch open, a broken rail, or other
obstruction in the block.
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505. When a signal is out of service, tlie fact will tie
indicated by bulletin. Trains finding a signal out of service
must, unless otherwise directed, proceed with caution to the
next signal.

506. Signals and switch indicators which are in service
and are evidently out of order, must be reported by wire to
the Superintendent. Signals must be disignated by the
number on the signal pole if possible, otherwise by their
location, and reports must state the time at which it was
observed.

A signal or indicator indicating stop or caution, wi.en
it should indicate proceed, must be reported from the first
telegraph office where the train stops. A signal indicating
proceed, when it should indicate stop or caution, must be
reported from the next open telegraph office.

507. Engineers should, whenever practicable, observe
the position of all discs and semaphore arms by night and
endeavor to see that they corresnond with the indications
given by the lights.

508. In order to avoid holding main track signals in
the stop position, cars or engines must not be allowed to
stand between a fouling block and a main track switch.

509. Both switches of a crossover between main tracks
must not be closed while a car or engine occupies the con-
nection between the switches of the crossover.

510. Switches at which indicators are in service must
dot be opened while the indicator is in stop position, except.
*ider flag protection.
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511. A switch must not be used exeeot unHor ,.,^

.»c.?„.s^- sTi^-1--'^H.^-r-

^w u": ^^"^ "° ^'''*'='' indicators are provided a trainwbich 18 to enter a bloclc from a siding or croLver mkv Hnon y under protection; and unless itl Cwn ft ^Z^acUbetween the switch and the next block signal in advance'sclear. ,t must proceed ^with caution to that signal

Order No. 14271, dated July Z7th., mif R«'lway CommUaioners,

STATION PROTECTION SIGNAL.

"procell!^
''"^' *^' "°™^' '"'''•="«°" °f ''hich is

A semaphore arm standing horizontal, or a disc dis-

w»,ov. i„ ii.- . .

witnarawn, indicates "proceed "
When ,n this position at night, a green light is displaced.

RULES.

551. A train finding a station protection signal indi

f„.-

"

" ,
; ^"—on. sundiiig a Flagman ahead if necessarv

;rere?dtSr"'""^-^'=*^"«-«"''--^™^^^
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552. Conductors of trains protected by such a «i.«„imust also send out a Flagman as an additional protectKthe train if the condition of the weatf • location of tvlT-with regard to grades or curves, m.k^lT^l^Z^:
absolute protection of the train.

necessary for the

FLAG-STOP SIGNALS.

S61
.

When flag-stop signals are of the semaohorp u,,^
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Reviled Rules of Interlocking Signala, Home Signal and DisUnt
Signal, as authorized by the Board of Railway CommiMioners,
Order No. 14271, dated July 27th, 1911.

INTERLOCKING SIGNALS.

Definitions and Indications.

INTERLOCKING.—An arrangement of switch, lock
and signal appliances so inter-connected that their move-
ments must succeed one another in a pre-determined order.

INTERLOCKING PLANT.—An assemblage of switch,

lock and signal appliances interlocked.

INTERLOCKING STATION.—A place from which
an interlocking plant is operated.

-The fixed signals ofINTERLOCKING SIGNALS.-
an interlocking plant.

HOME SIGNAL.—A fixed signal governing move-
ments over a certain route or routes, and located at the point

where trains are required to stop when the route is not clear.

A semaphore arm standing horizontal indicates "stop."

Wh - in this position at night a red light is displayed.

A semaphore arm 60 degrees below or 90 degrees above
the horizontal indicates "proceed." When in this position

at night a green light is displayed.

DISTANT SIGNAL.—A fixed signal used in con-

nection with a home signal to regulate the approach thjieto.

A semaphore arm standing 45 degrees above horizontal

indicates "Proceed, prepared to stop at the next signal
"

When in this position at night, a yellow light is disnlayed.
A semaphore .irm 60 degrees below or 90 degrpps p.bfsv!'

the horizontal indicates "proceed." When in this position

at night, a green light is displayed.
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DWARF SIGNAL.-A low, small signal of semaphore

^nruo^r^^'^'''---'"-"---^^^^^^^^

POT SIGNAL.-A small revolving signal used to

ROUTE.-The course of way taken by a train in

or7e!det:rn"V""*
*° ^"°*'^^' -P-aHy'a JtomaSor pre-determmed course, or any one of several possiblecombmations of turn-outs or crossovers by which a Trainmay travel through an interlocking plant.

RULES.

H„ r,^\
Interlocking signals, unless otherwise provided

or tr«tff
*'' "jovements of trains under the tLe^Seor tram rules; nor dispense with the use or the observance ofother signals whenever and wherever they may be7Z^.

Signalmen.

611. The normal indication of home signals is "Stop."

usedonlvh^rr' °i
°^^7 °'^'"^*'"« appliances, must beused only by those charged with the duty.

613. Signal levers must be kept in the position eivinehe nonnal indication, except when signals a,^ bec3for an immediate train or engine movement.

Signals must not be set for any route when cars or en-Kmes are standing between the deraite of a conflict^ rout
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1

"j*' J^*" ** °"*« ^ ='ear the signals must becleared sufficiently in advance of approachin/trafnsravcJd

to as^rtarnrth?1 T^.'>''°''
''"''' '^^"'^' *'^'" '« due,lo ascertain if the plant is in working order.

615. A signal must be restored so as to give the normal

The changing of any signal permits only one train or

stop after the passage of each train, and a following train

CceeT-
''"•="' ""*" *^ ^'«"^' '^ ^««- ^b-sef;"

616. If necessary to change any route for which thesignals have been cleared for an approaching train Ir engineswitches and derails must not be changed or sign! clear" dor any conflicting route until the train or engiL or wh hthe signals were first cleared, has stopped in rear of its sfgnal

617. A switch or facing point lock must not be movedwhen any portion of a train or an engine is standing on orclosely approaching, the switch or detector bar.

618. Levers must be operated carefully and with a

.nZZ
"°'''"'"*- " ^"^ '"'^'''"'y indicatinr dis!arranged connections, is detected in their working, the

and LT r*°"' '° ^ *° «'^« *^^ "°""^1 '"dickt onand the connections examined.

often*«!',n ^'T"^
'°''^ '"'^^^^''' ^^^ '«^^" ™"«t be moved asoften as may be necessary to keep connections from freezing

Super^nL:rnt.""
" '"'^''^"' ^^"'^' ^ ^^^---^ '^

*'«
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™ustt•d«"o:tred'is^s iir'':^ '^ ""-^^o"
the normal indication unUI repaired

""^"^ ""^ "^ ^'^^

-^^'r\^tZZrXZL^ '- - practicable,

position of the levers.
^ ^ corresponds with the

a-S!;d!;?^-S:tt^;,-r---

plant, the signals n.ust be re to ed
* !f ° ''"''''"'

"idication, and no train orsS ^'^' *''^ "°™^'
until all parts of th. interlocHn^ 7 Movement permitted
consequent injury ha4 be „ e "amined "f *''* "^^'« *°
m a safe condition.

^xamwed and are known to be

interSinJUrXlf,,';^^^^^^^^^ switch from the
and protected.

'^'*'^ '""^t be securely fastened

be Jd^-n o^pe^^rt^L'^fe"^"''^^^^^^
to keep the switches clear 3 not o„ ^T'"'" •'"*^ " "
--ed. the fact must be'repo"SdTtrsrrStdS
r^'proJl^ZiZZ:^^^^^^^^ fails to
duly authorized pJoT^.'^^TTo ^ ^^''''^ ^^"^ '>^y
glasses m signals must be k™ cL„ ,^h

''""'"• ^^
broken, promptly renewed. *"^ 'tracked or
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affected by such repairs, until it haa been ascertained from
the Repairman tliat the switches are properly set and secured

for such movements.

628. Signalmen must observe all passing trains and

.lote whether they are complete and in order; should there

be any indication of conditions involving danger, the Signal-

man must take such measures for the protection of trains an

may be practicable.

629. If a Signalman has information that an ap-

proaching train hai parted he must, if possible, stop trains

or engines on conflicting routes, clear the route for the parted

train, and give the train-parted signal to the Engineer.

630. Signalmen must have the proper appliances for

hand signaling ready for immediate use. When hand signals

are necessary for switch movements, they must be given

only after the^witches have been properly set and fastened,

and from such a point and in such a way that there can be
no misunderstanding on the part of Engineers or Trainmen
as to the signals, or as to the train or engine for which they
are given.

NOTE TO RULE 630.—Hand signaling includes the

use of lamp, flag, torpedo and fusee signals.

631. If necessary to discontinue the use of any fixed

signal, ha.id signals must be used and Superintendent
notified.

Whenever a home signa cannot be cleared trains will

be forwarded on Clearance furm.

632. Signalmen will be held responsible for the care of

the interlocking station, lamps' and supplies; and of the

interlocking plant, unless provided for otherwise.
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633. Lights in interlocking stations must be so placed
that they cannot be seen from approaching trains.

634. Lights must be used upon all fixed signals from
sunset to sunrise, and whenever the signal indications can-
not be clearly seen without them.

635. If a train or engine overruns or disregards a stop
signal, the fact, with the number of the train or engine
must be at once reported by telegraph to the Superintendent!

In all cases of apparent disregard of signals, the Signal-man must at once inspect the signals and see if correct
indication was given.

636. Only those whose duties require it shali be per-
mitted in the interlocking station.

When a Signalman is relieved, he must make a transfer
on the prescribed form and obtain thereon the signature
of the Signalman relieving him.

Engineers and Trainmen.

661. Trains or engines may be run to, but must not
be run beyond a signal indicating stop.

Dwarf signals (and lower arm of two arm high signals)
frequently govern more than one route. When the right
to proceed is given by such signals, Engineers must observe
carefully which route is set.

When a distint signal indicates caution, a train passing
must be under control and prepared to stop before reaching
tna home signal.
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662. If a dear signal, after being accepted, is changed
to a stop signal before it is reached, the stop must be made
at once. Such occurrence must be reported to the Super-
mtendcnt.

663. Engineers and Trainmen must not accept clear
hand signals as against fixed signals until they aro fully
informed of the situation and know that they are protected.
Where fixed signals are in operation. Trainmen must not
give clear hand signals against them.

Hand Signals may be accepted for switching move-
ments If given in sudh a way that there can be no misunder-
standing as to the train or engine for which they are intended.
Whenever the home signal cannot be cleared, trains will be
lorwarded on Clearance Form "D."

664. The Engineer of a train which has parted musc
sound the whistle signal for "train-parted" on approaching
an interlocking station.

665. An Engineer receiving a train-parted signal from
a Signalman must answer by the whistle signal for "train-
parted."

666. When the train has been re-coupled, the Signa-
man must be notified.

667. Gi-ates must not be shaken, ash pans cleaned, nor
sand used over any part of an interlocki.ig plant.

668. Conductors or men in charge of vard pn'njiei
must report to the Superintendent any unusual'detention at
interlocking plants.
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direction until they have S'vJStp '"°"' '" *'**""

the Signalman.
received the proper signal from

withiran inlToSIStr"""^"^ '"-' "-" »'« -<^e

P-itfJn 'of a^ltmX^alt'^T '^'''^- °^-- the
that they corresponSwUhtK^ "'.•^' ""'' *"'*^^^'°^ *° «««P na with the md.cations given by the lights.

temporarily^raL"^,/"^''^'''"^ "'*"* ^ <>"* ot service

the homeS™ Proc"7'*,*°V"^ ''^^°---S
deraiUarekLwrtobTSeraeTa'n:^^^^^
«;«n.l rrom the ^nalLn^^^^unTr thX^'l^

it m-^storbretltr'"T *'^ '=""^"' "^ *-<«<=
bridge, designated in XtimZtlh"'^ '^"^'"^ °' '^'^-
locking devices are used and nt^'''*' T" '^""^l' '"t^^"

known to be dear
^* P^*"**^ """' t^e way is
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(Print on white paper.)
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Train Order Blank for 31 Order.

FORU

31
FORH

31

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
TRAIN ORDER No }.?.

March m, ly n.

To At..

X (Initiala)
..Opr.; J.:«..^; M.

Conductor and Engineer must each have a copy of this Order.

Repeated at 2.20 a. M.

Conductor. Train. Made.

Jones 45 Complete.

Time. Operator.

2.20 a.m Blaclc.

Specifications for Train Order Form and Books
for Operators for "31" Orders.

_ Form as here shown, Blank space for order (4) inches with lines-~ ""f. """"":, '-'"".'^ Fi'^y" «or oraer n) incnea with lines.fhe mode of fillmg the blanks is indicated by small type.
91) inches beyond perforated line. Book (6} x lOi)

Form (6i

300 leaves. Glued at top or side. ManiUa cover o- face and stiff back
..JSE^^SP""" j' • • ••. , • 8.'2=<'..and of such thickness as to admit ofmakmg (9) good manifolc copies with stylus and double carbons.lo I e used with double CarboD Paper (BJ x 8) inchei and a utiff tin.•am* aiie, comen rounded.



Train Order Blank for 19 Order.
Form
19 I

FOHM
19

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
TRAIN ORDER No iq

March 11, 19 11.

To. At

X (Initiab)
Opr.; '.v'S.A- J,/

Conductor and Eagioeer must each have 'a ropy of this bVdVr!

Jlfarfe Complete time i.iep. M. Black Opr

Speclflcatlons for Train Order Form and Books
for Operators for "19" Orders.

l|rdro?ISn"^tCbla?i"'l^?H^^lTK-l-j;'' !-''» 'rith line..The modr/fnrf blanKiSt^^d^^TrSaff^Form f6J T fi) inohoa KoirnnrI „„^/ *.J- 1-!!^ ""•»!» VP*^

'Vcf un face Bud stiff

"^ —",^^' """;» V"" V"*"" '^ maicated by siForm (6} x 6) inches beyond perforated line.
JUO leaves. Glued at ton or side M-

back.
r . .

.

•ama sue, comen rounded.
wi » o ucnea, and a stiff Un,





DIAGRAMS

OF

HAND, FLAG AND LAMP

SIGNALS
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NOTE

The hand, or a flag, moved the same as the lamp, as

illustrated in the following diagrams, gives the same indica-

tion.
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Stop—Swung across the track.

See Rule 12 ()

Proce«d_Rai«ed and lowerrf vertically

See Rule 12 (b).

Back-Swung vertically in a circle at
half arm s length across the track.

See Rules 12 (c) and 14 (h).
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Train ha« Parted—Swung | ' ,'

vertically in a circle at arm's I 5

length across the track. \ \

See Rules 12 (d) and 14 (t) \ ^''

Apply Air Brakes—Swung horizon'

tally above the head,

SeeRulel2(*).

Release Air-Brakes—Held at arm's

length above the head.

See Rule 12 (0-



DIAGRAMS

OF

TRAIN SIGNALS
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NOTES

The diagrams are intended to illustrate the general
location of the train signals, not the exact manner in which
they are to be attached.

Combination lamps with four illuminated colored faces

are represented in the diagrams.

mi
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hich

Engine running for-
ward by day aa an ntra
train.

White flag! at A A,

SMRubxi.

Engine running for-
ward by night as an
extra train.

White lights and white
fl«Ks at A A.

SnBnkZl.
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m

Engine running back-
ward by day at an extra
train, without cars or -7t

the rear of a train push-
ing car*.

White flagii at A A.

Sm Rula 21.

Green flags at B B, as

markers.

Sm RuIh 1* ud D 19.

Engine running back-
ward by night as an extra
train, without cars or at
the rear of a train push-
ing car*.

White lights and white

flags at A A.

See Rule 21.

Lights at B B, as markers,
g^

showing green at side and in

direction engine is moving,
and red in opposite direction.

3m RuIm 19 and D 19.
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Engine running for-
ward by day di.playing
signal! for a following
•ection.

Green flags at A A.

S« Rula 20.

Engine running for-
ward at night dieplaying
signals for a following
section.

Green lights and green
flags at A A.

Sm Kul* 20,
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Engine running back-
ward by day, without
car* or at the rear of a
train pushing car«, and
displaying signals for a
following section.

Green flags at A A.

Sm Rule 20.

Green flags at B B, as
markers.

See Rulee 19 and D 19

Engine running back-
ward by night, without
cars or at the rear of a
train pushing cars, and
displaying signals for a
following section.

Green lights and green
flags at A A.

See Rule 20.

Lights at B B, aa markers,
showing green at side and in
direction engine is moving,
and red in opposite direction.

See Rules li and D 19.
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Ki,

Rear of train by day.

Green flags at A A, as markers.

S«e RuIm 19 Mid D 19.
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Rear of train
by night whiU
running.

Lights at A A, 88

markers, showing
green toward en-

gine and side and
red to rear.

See Rules 19 and D 19

Rear of train
by night when
on aiding to be
paued by an-
other train.

Lights at A A, as

markers, showing
green toward en-

gine, side, and to

rear.

See Rules 19 and O 19,
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Engine r„„„i„^ f„^„j j.^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^
rear of a train pushing car*.

Green flags, as markers.
See Ruin 19 and D 19.

4̂HH
Engin. running forward by night, without car. or atthe rear of a train pushing car..

8m RoIw 19 ud D 19
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Engine running backward by night, without car. or atth« front of a train pulling car., or a. per Rule 18.

White light at A.
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•'•••nger can bo-
ing pushed by an
kngfine by night.

White light on front
of leading car.

£i« Rule 24.

freight can being
pushed by an en-
gine by night.

White light on front
of leading car.

S«e Rule 24.
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(Outside)

Jjn
I i'a.

If ¥
Rear of train by night runn'ng against the

current of traffic.

Lights at A A, as per Rule D 19.
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GENERAL REGULATIONS

250. When a person is discharged from one depart-
ment of the Company's service, he will not be employed
in another department without the consent of the officer
who dismissed him, or that of the head of the department
to which he belonged.

251. No employe (whatever may be his rank) will
be allowed to be absent from duty without permission from
th<? proper officer of his department.

252. Any employe subjecting the Company a seconci
time to the service of a "saisie-arret" or garnishee order on
his pay will be liable to immediate dismissal, and will be held
responsible for all expense mcurred by the Company in
connection therewith.

253. Great care must be exercised by all persons
when coupling cars, that inasmuch as the coupling apparatus
of cars and of engines cannot be uniform in style, size and
strength, and is liable to be broken and from various causes
to render it dangerous to expose the hands, arms or person
of those engaged in coupling between them, all employes
are enjoined, before coupling cars or engines, to examine,
so as to know the kind and condition of the coupling appara-
tus, and are prohibited from placing in the trains any car
with a defective coupling until they have first reported its
condition to the Yard Master or Conductor. Sufficient time
is allowed, and may be taken by employes in all cases, to
make the examination required.

254. Everj' employe is required to exercise the ut-
most caution to avoid injury to himself or to his fellows;
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14«

CONDUCTORS. BAGGAGEMEN AND BRAKEMEN

258. If compelled by accident or other cause to mn™
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pa^engers u, stand upon the platfonns of th^;;^ "or

rt "sL'ttt'airlr
°' ^"^ ^'""'""'^- They ^" -rZ
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„K«wf J"'''^*
Conductors at teiminal stations mustobey the orders of the Yard Master.

detached fJ'"'^.,'""!*
^* '""* ''=' "° ''»"' have becomedetached from their trains on the main track. When carsare eftonasidingtheymustsee thatthe brakes arTS open;set to prevent them from being moved. They m^t leaveat telegraph station, with the Agent or Operator, report o,!fomi prescribed, giving the number of trai^ numb r of ca^and time of arrival and departure.

«, J!!' ^"^^ """^* ''""'^ **'^* «*" P"* 'nt° their trainas empties are empty.

ouf f^I\ ^1 ^°- "^ T'' ** '*^**'""' Conductors will carryout the instructi. ns of the Agent in placing cars, etc. If

IndthfJ / r unreasonable, they will be obeyed,and the facte may then be reported to the Train Master.

268. In switching at stations and in yards where
t IS necessary to disturb cars that are being loaded or un!

StffTh ""'
"""I "" *"'*" *° "^"^ ^» P-«°"« i" the

TrZX 'T' """^ opportunity given them to get awayfrom the cars and out of danger before the cars are movedWhere cars are so moved, they must be returned to thesame position as found, or placed in an equally convenientplace for loading or unloading.
'y convenient

269. Great danger of fire arises from hay in boxes ontop of stock cars being left exposed by loaders and sWppe"Conductor must not take such cars from any station untilthey have ascertained, by personal examination, that hay
IS covered and boxes closed.
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are under the direction of tLc^ZctoT'T^i;S'^Swith .nstructions i»ued by the General Baggage ISITt'

«.^ f' Pf^ '"'"*'*'«''* '"'duty at the appointed times-remain in their car while on duty; receive, handle carS
tri^d^T/.

''"'" "" ''"«««^^- --' f^-S " e"^trusted to their care; attend to the lights and he^tfne

S^areTn .":. ''^l*''^
communicating signal Snections are m good working order through their car.

e,o«nwi,
"''^^ "^"^ '^™'* "° »"« to ride in their car

Zd w^rr""''*^ "'*•• *''^*''"" °' officer o theRoad, without permission from competent authority.

stowed m cars to give proper distribution of the weight-keep cars clean and contents so arranged as to be conrenfent

It thlTd of"'":"'^

and delivery, „nd remain in theirTars

charee I H .

^^^ ""*" "" ''"««^«« «"d °ther matter in

Jamgeman "" " *'^'"^^"^'^ *° »—«"« Train

ENGINEERS

274. Engineers in all matters pertainine to thpcondition or care of their engines will rejrt to and rece vetheir instructions from the Master Mechanic or his prowr

intenZ; A ^- r . o
'"*'^''* *° *^^ ''•^«" °f the Super-mtendent, Assistant Superintendent or Train Master

befo~ fh„ J''^^'"'^*
^«P°rt for duty at least thirty minutesbefore the time for starting, and see that their engines are
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in good working order, supplied with the necewiry store,and tools, fuel and water, and when necessaJ^IlTinl^
switching and making up of their trains

*

„, v^'^' r7^^^ '?''"* °^y *•>* °"^e" o' the Station Master

trail i"**""
'": T"^ *° '""^"^•'•"^ ""'1 making uHtra ns They must obey the orders of the Conductor of thetram m regard to starting, stopping, switching ca«!^pidand general management of the train, unless there^da^rthe safety of the train or require vioiatiorof tie R^lT

rto!,^"' •

'"'*^. !''" "°* P«""'t any persons to ride ontheir engines without authority from the proper offlcialexcept the Fireman, Road Foreman of EnS 5S
in tLTT"'" •I'T""^'

^"<^ Conductors and BrXmenin the discharge of their duty.
^raKemen

il,lni?"\'^''^^,"""* °^y ^" ^'er^ Kiven, even if thevthink such signals are unnecessary. When n doub ^ tothe meaning of a signal, they must stop and ascertain the

^^^tirconTr:-'
^ ''- '^- ---n tt

andr;^«S:SS^--rtS
.njury to Trainmen or disturbing passengers The whLuemust not be sounded while passing a passfnger train, eZtm c^ of emergency or danger, or when Ljuired'h^X

, t..!^?;,! ^^"f
"!«" °" P-^nger and freight trains leaving

r,.!.."'., v I ' *"""'' *°«"* the make-up of theirtrain has been changed, must, after starting, but befo«
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running one thousand (I o<v»^ /-_»
.umcienti, to .now t"hVKiS ^^J^S,

'^'^

m- ''not 'SZTTuJ^TZTT'"^ ""'''''' «-• --^
cinders to be thrown from theSe'^rv "T "^ ""^
ash pans on interlockers frL. 1

/*'*>''"'«» "ot clean

and must also g« thaHhiT' ""''^ °' =''"'« K"ards,

closed when cr^il'/Vridi^'tC,"'
''^^'^ "^^ ^^^ «-

structures. ^^' "^"^^' °'' other wooden

competent person must be'ieftfnl^ 0^^^ " ^°"^

isMaid'-stafSm^LtlnTc" •'r.^"«'"^^'
'°-^<^ =«*

Superintendent 'o^ T ai„ L^ £ "" '1™'"'°" °^ ^''^

-ve. as the. are iiahie to ^cS^ed''^^ :^Z^^^
the wtl'ter M^echr^orZi "u '"°" "' '''''" -«'"- to

of each trip and 5lUJL^J^n' ^^T ''°'''"^" ^* ^^e end
when necessary.

^'" "^""'^ "P°" *" ™ake repairs

STATION AGENTS

SupeffnUror TrTirM^ter'Thf r"'°" °^ *•»«

instructions issued bvrhpP, l^^ "*"" *=°™P'y with

Departments'^ bV'a, jrrK:f*^"'^'='°""*-^

nected with their official dud« '" '"""'" ''°"-

286. They are required to mat- *he-r-p!-- f -
with aU ituies of fho r^ -nem^elves fanuimrOf the Company, particularly those which
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may in any way relate to their duties, and the Company's
business affairs must not be divulged, except to the proper

officers. All proper information, however, must be cheer-

fully given to the public.

287. They will have charge of the Company's books,

papers, buildings, sidings and grounds at their stations,

see that all records, tariffs, etc., are properly filed for con-

venient reference, and -.vill be held responsible for the safety

and care of all property intrusted to the Company in the
transaction of its business, the courteous behaviour rnd
proper deportment of all employes and the maintenance of

good order at their stations. They will daily inspect all

buildings, grounds, outhouses, etc., under their charge, and
S3e that they are kept clean, tidy and in proper condition

for use.

288. They must regulate the places where hacks,

omnibuses and other vehicles shall be allowed to stand,

and where drivers thereof, and persons representing hotels

or other persons not in the employ of the Company, shall

remain while on the Company's premises; and any person

not conforming to such regulations must be removed.

289. All loiterers, or disorderly and riotous persons

interfering with the comfort or convenience of passengers

or with the employes of the Company in the performance
of their duties, and all unauthorized persons who may offer

for sale on the Company's premises, tickets, goods, or

merchandise of any description, must be removed.

290. Agents must practice and enforce economy in the

use of supplies; be prompt in making all required reports,

remittances or other returns, and in answering correspon-
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order and ready for use
' "''"^'''^ ^'^''^'^ '"

thirtrmi„:i:^bX:te^rnfs:r •"'^"

"
'^-'

the trai„:'^itrut tiS ""'"'* P""^"«^^^ '^^«'"« ""

of themselves (unless accompanied by a proper pereor ro!
h. safety or protection of other passengers on the trair
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295. They must take pains to give passengers all the
iiifonnation they can as to route, changes of cars and time of
trains; and should keep themselves fully informed upon
these matters.

296. They will, except where Yard Masters are em-
ployed, be held responsible for the proper position and
aecurity of switches and safety appliances at their stations,

and must PERSONALLY KNOW that all switches are set
and locked on the main track at least ten minutes before
any regular train is due, and before leaving their stations at
night. This is not intended to relieve Conductors and others
from the care of sWitches they may use. Agents must know
that their tracks are clear and unobstructed, and stop
approaching trains unless all is right.

297. They must know that all cars standing on the side
tracks have thair doors closed and fastened except while
loading or unloading, that they are entirely out of the way
of passing trains, and in no case without the brakes being
properly applied. If the brakes are out of order the wheels
must be blocked

298. They must see that the doors and windows of
all loaded cars are closed, securely fastened and sealed
before being placed in trains, and, when loaded with powder,
hay or like combustible articles, batten doors and windows
as protection against fire. It is their duty to report to the
Superintendent and Train Master any neglect, carelessness

or wilful disregard of orders on the part of employes or others
that may come to their knowledge, when such act is cal-

culated to endanger the safety of the road or trains.

299. They will give Conductors directions for the
placing of cars, and will see that cars placed for loading
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capacity ;o cany ^heTreS JLt^'T'^'l'"'^ °' ^"ffl"^"*

exceeding their markedSei^^„' '•""'"*"*• ^*''°"*
beyond ten per cent, in S-f^^J.""^*""^

be loaded
and when cases do occur wheT^l^i •

"""^ '^^''"^'
"res deliver, cars in exIJ oahtT"^ ^"'^' "' '=°""«'=«"8

not be put in trains wth^t ! !n f""^f
''' '"'='' ''^^ """^t

intendent or Trah^ Zter to'^ r'
°"^" ^'°"> ^^e Super-

reported by wireTt onTlJ '"^°"' ''"'^ *=^« ""st be
report of Car RepaS exw"'"

P«<=«cable to obtain a
such cars, it m!^at rwLT'?''°" °' ^''^ «>'«lition of

th^re-WaspraricfblelVbtinr ^ "''°^' °' ^ -"»

vent^ue^- /^':^-J^t^«y. and pre-

number, content., destinalTa^d^rre^o^.-Ji^^f-g ^^'

pan/"L.^Sen^t^:.rt ;!'""' -^—

"

must be sent by re^ter^ u^ Passenger train, they
making way bills for cMafarefT^. P^'='^^«^- Agents
to unload a part of content „r^ «

' ff""'^ °^ '" t'^»»it

thatareloaded with corn to be ,hM -!"''' '°^'''"«' °' ^°'- <^^
wiU enclose them n envelo?' T ' "kT'"

*° ''" '^'«^"«'.

in each envelope.
^"''^'°P^' Pl''«''e bills for only one car

of alSghlfo^S^^T^^^^^We for the proper checking
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304. Oib, naptha, benzole, gasoline and tar, in barrels,

will not be loaded in box cars. Stock cars must be used
for this purpose and tiioroughly cleaned of all litter before

loading. Such freight must not be loaded or uJoaded
through a freight house except in day time. A particular

place should be designated for it, and other property liable

to injury by contact with it must, under no circumstances,

be piled in or on that particular place. Lights must in no
case be allowed near the packages, either in or outside of cars.

Empty oil barrels '(old) should be loaded in stock cars when
such cars are available.

305. In shipping grain, coal, coke, ore and other

freight that would naturally come in contact with the outer

door, and thus be in danger of loss, the grain doors must be
turned down. If, in the discretion of the forwarding Agents,

this is not necessary, the doors must oe carefully thrown back
out of the way, and not used. When cars are used for

merchandise, grain doors must be put up out '.I the way,
that they may not interfere with loading or unloading.

306. Agents must prevent the unnecessary and in-

jurious practice of cleating the doors of cars, which are

provided with proper fast^-mngs to keep them closed securely

when desired, and nothing else is needed for the purpose.

They will also see that no advertising matter of any kind,

either posters or boards, is allowed to be placed on freight

equipment, except by special permission from the Super-
intendent.

307. Agrmts will be charged personaiiy with the care

of temporary grain doors and grain door boards received

in cars, empty or loaded, if the load is taken out at their
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CHIEF TRAIN DISPATCHERS

313. Chief Train Dispatchers will be appointed by
the Superintendent.

They will be responsible for the proper working of
the wires, the prompt transmission of messages, and the
economical use of supplies; will have immediate charge of
the Operators and joint employes of the telegraph and other
departments so far as their telegraphic duties are concerned;
and in all matters relating to the telegraph department,
will see that the Rules are understood and observed by the
employes under their control.

314. They will see that Operators are provided with
the necessary supplies for the proper operation of the tele-
graph department, arrange the regular and extra office hours
for Operators, and will have immediate charge of the Line-
men upon their divisions and direct them in regard to making
temporary repairs. In case of accident, they will see that
telegraph communication is opened at the most suitable
point at the earliest moment possible.

315. They will test the wires upon their divisions,
and see that a competent person performs this duty in their
absence, except where by agreement the wire testing is per-
formed by authorized parties at the commercial office of the
Telegraph Companies.

OPERATORS

316. Telegraph Operators on each District wiU be
under the immediate charge of the Chief Dispatcher, and
will respect the authority of Station Agent.
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323. The greatest care musf ho „or receiving orders regarZrX « ""'*^ '" ^"'linK
telegraph.

'^araing the movement of trains by
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324. Operators are required to keep a record of tiie
/ime trains pass their stations, inform themselves in regard
to approaching trains, and be prepared to furnish infor-
mation promptly to such persons as should receive it.

325. Telegrams should be brief, and addressed and
signed with full names, except that, wheti limited to one
division, initials may be used. Railroad business must be
received upon railroad blanks.

*

326. Operators will refer to the Superintendent of
Telegraph (after sending) telegrams that in their opinion
fchould have been sent by train mail as per blank 104. When
corrections of way bills or othererrors are made by telegraph,
a copy of the original telegram shall be sent by the origin-
ating ofBce of the Superintendent of Telegraph.

327. Operators must read all messages carefully
before sending to prevent delay in sending. No message
will be transmitted from dictation or otherwise than from
legible copy. When difficult words occur in messages,
transmission must be slow and distinct.

32&. All messages must be deBvered aa promptly as
possible. When answers to messages cannot be obtained,
the sending office should be promptly notified of the reason.

329. In case of fog or severe storms liable to affect
the movement of trains, track or bridges, the Chief Dis-
patcher must be promptly notified, that he may take pre-
cautions for the safety of trains.

330. Verbal messages regarding the safety of trains,
tracks or bridges must not be sent when oossible to avoid it.

Communications of this character must be made in writing
to avoid mistakes.
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Operator for all important businen. Unleaa abaolutely
neceHaiy, no arrangements will be aUowed between a Day
and Night Operator by which either will be required to be
on duty longer than twelve consecutive houts.

336. Each telegram that is delayed must be noted on
its margin or back with the cause of delay, and a similar
nototion made every fifteen minutes until it is forwarded
When the delay is prolonged, a copy of the telegram Bhoul(^
be referred to the Chief Dispatcher.

337. Operators must notify Agents and Night Watch-
men where they reside or may be found if needed, and post
in their offices the addresses of all Section or Bridge Foremen
whose sections end at or near their stations, that time may
not be wasted in calling them in case of emergency.

338. Operators must keep their tables and instruments
clean, must know that all connections, binding posts, screws,
etc., are firmly connected, a^d that wires or crossings over
buildings, etc., about their stations am clear and safe.

339. The local battery must be kept clean and in
good working order. The liquid should always cover the
zinc, the loss by evaporation being replaced with clean water.
A portion of the solution must be dipped off occasionally and
replaced with water. The blue solution should always cover
the copper, but never reach the zinc. It is much easier to
keep a local battery in good order if the vitriol is supplied
in small quantities as it is consumed. As a deposit of copper
is constantly forming, the accumulation should be removed
when necessary.

340. Operators will send to the stationed Linemen
each month any old zinc or copper they may have on hanu
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1.

4.

8.

10.

12.

13.

18.

21.

23.

38.

44.

77.

134.

ORDINARY SIGNALS

Wait a minute.

Where shall I go ahead 7

Have J- 1 anything for me ?

Keep y iur key closed. (To be used by Chiel
Dispatcher or testing Operators only.)

How do you understand ?

I (or we) understand.

What i« the trouble 7

Delive^ immediately and get answer.
Telegram for all offices. All attend and take

this telegram.

Busy on other wires.

Answer quick.

Telegram for you.
Who is at the key?

348. The printed instructions upon the telegraph
forms of this Company constitute Rules, and should be
obeyed the same as though they were contained in the
foregoing.

BRIDGE AND SECTION FOREMEN

346. Bridge and Section Foremen will receive instruc-
tions from the heads of their respective departments.

347. They must carefully observe the signals dis-
played by trains and be sure that all schedules trains have
passed before obstructing the track. They must never
obstruct the main track in any way whatever, without first
conspicuously displaying all danger signaU in accordance
with the Rules.
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